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has rented R. S. Manter,
3¼ 3ij- 3
3 -12;;
F.II.Roberts,
3;1: 3.l. 3
3f-12g
G. Dunn's
house and moved in.
G d'
Jg·-!

-Annual
school
village
district
next
o'clock p. M.
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and
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Frank

Stanle,· ltal'C gone to Portland this week.
SuMXER.--hrael
A. Fletcher,
modera-1
•
'll \'iro-in has bou<rht Dr. B. w.
-Not
a wheel off the track or an" tor; Geo. A. Chandler
clerk· s. F. Stet- • • • • • • • •
"'
':'
J
son. l\Ioses D. Dow. s'.unuel '1. Crockett,
Tingley's stand. and moYcd mto the upper
thing broken except wooden
shcvels,
selectmen;
Hiram B. «;::handler, treasurer;
part Tuesday.
The Dr. is to occupy the
on the R. F. & B. railroad durin~ the
• I-I. Eastman. S. S. Committee;
lower part ixty da_,·s. and intends to go to
•,
A F
e
'ollect
Cl
w • El_mer
F Id
. 'C ·nt blockade
So 111 cl 1
c1·
• razt r, 'l~l,e or;
tas.
te s R. I. after the sixti d,t, s .. \Vrn. \V. GarnIC e
•
U
ere 1t to constable.
appropriations
\\ere: for
•
: IP. ,
. ,
the careful
management
of Sl!perinschools_amoun_t requir:ed by law; for poor, mon has traded for\\•::,
Chas:_s htr\\'ell
t
I t
l .. . ,
] .
$_:;oo: tor repairs of !ugh ways. $3000: for stand. and report says Mrs. Philip Abbott
ent en at:c 11,llnn.en,
w 111e on other
other town charges, $uoo.
The town vo- has bou ·ht Mrs. Jane \.Vail's half of the
roads eng111es
were smashed and lives elect
ted to printed
have the for
reports
of the townhereafter.
officers Trnglcy
.
ghouse.... \\' . S . Cl iase an d 11
'
distribution
• . M.
lost.
one week before the annual meeting.
I Cox 11ent to Portland _ve,terday.-J. JI. E.
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I boiler is expected to arrive Tuesday, Mar.

0

J

and durtng that time shall continue
to
make all sizes of Photographs,
and furnish
9 th • They• ha,·c a crew of 20 men at work. duplicates
of any photo!!'raph
that I ha,·e
1-i\I!KE.
C
,
No Jay
taken at anton.
Plea:;e remember
that
I
. '
•
'
rt;Yfacilities l'?r makin 6 groups are supeThe town meetmg met the first Mondav
nor to an_ythmg that has ever been in
th
th
and adjourned to the second .••• Rev. II.
is part of
e country.
Call earl), as my stay will be short .
C. Munson is to preach at this place next
•
Ver)' res. [Je•ctt.l1l'1y.
Suuda) at 10 ·3° A. l\l. ····.There
are two
____
W. M. llAYDEi\i.
from this place attending school at Wilton
Academy this spring ...... The late storm,
•
I
I
Tl
11
was the wor~~ ol an_y t11 t 1e, re1~1emberance Glovci;.:',\f';;\,.~)!,'.;.~{cows. six years ol<l,at Ch,i,.
of the olde~t mhab1tants ot tins place, the
2t10
E. H. fll:TclJJ:s;s.
1
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A Business

ing

Which
Fast

in

is Increall.t
the EaS •

Ducks Hatched in Incubators and Yielding a. Profit of $45 Each,

j,

Facts

About
the
of a Great

Development
System.

A MarveloUll Increase in the Inventive

tive city of Shanghai, writes th~ Shanghai correspondent of the St. Low.s Globe-,
Demotrat. The city has three gates-

Genillll of the Country.

have been 334,000 patents issued. Of Millions
of Acres
in Florida
these, 22,000 were issue cl 'as'; year, and
Svvamps
to be Reclaimed.
of the 22,000 only about ninety were to
women inventors. It is safe to assume A Vast Region Long Considerad Unfit
that there are only about sixty patents a
for Cultivation to be Drained.
year issued to ladies."

1

A wen known civil engineer who h~
the north, south, and west ones--and,
A Washino-ton letter to the Cincinnati
Jlistoric Rooms in Washington.
recently returned from an extend~d trip
many of the people living at the south Enquirer say~: By act of April 10, 1790,
Washington is full of _interesting old in .Florida has many interesting thmgs to
gate have never been as far as the north the first American patent system was
1
!rate and could not understand the dialect founded. Thomas Jefferson inspired it, rooms, writes a correspondent of the c: i- tell about that State. "lndepc nd entl!
~f the inhabitants there if they did go. and may be said to have been the father cao-o Mail. If one could hunt them all of its natural resources," said he, "F~on•
One nation could not differ more from of the American Patent Office. He took up"'and get their history it would makc da is one of the most charming regions
another than the Chinese from the Japan- great pride in it, it is said, and ga;e J'.er- one of the most interesting little books to that I know of for a man who travels
be had. The room in which Henry Clay with his eyes open.
ese if thev lived 20,000 miles apart in- sonal consideration to every appl_ication
"The Everglades proper, as set d.own ~n
stead of ·only 200 miles, and one is all that was maq_e for a patent dur~ng the lived ancl died, at the National hotel, iE
wrono! years between 1790 aud 1703, while the kept very much as it was whe~ he occu- the map, occupy over 20,000,000 acres m
0 if he thinks that having seen Jappied
it.
There
is
an
old-fashioned
firethe extreme southeastern part of the State.
anese cities he coo know what a Chinese : power of revision and rejection gr~nted
one will be like. While the Japanese are ! by that act remained in force. It is re- place ia the room, with a soapstone top, In the central part of the Stato, however, )
and
pillars
surmounted
wi'th
brass
~rnain a net-work of little lakes, rivers and
the cleanest people on the face of the : lated that the granting of ~ paten~ was
earth and far ahead of the English for held to be in these early times quite an ments, and the old-fashioned andir~ns swamps which was long considered unfit
and
fender
are
as
they
were
the
mormng
eternally bathing and scrubbing them- I event in the history of the State Depaitfor any ~f the purporses of civilized life.
selves, the Chinese are the very dirtiest. ! ment, where the clerical part of the work he died. The same paper is on the wall, This region is, nevertheless, between
and on the cracked wiuclow panes an
The trim, exquisite little toy houses of was then performed.
__
forty and sixty feet above the sea level,
the Japanese along wide streets are the
It is a matter o~ tradition, _ h_anded written the names of a score of pcopk so that there was no reason why it should
who
probably
have
long
since
died,
a,
o-reatest contrast to the 1ilthy abodes of , down from generation to genei a hon by
be considered undrainable.
The lakes
;he Chinese, with their dirt floors, mud ' those who love to speak of M_r.. ~efierson the dates opposite their names are back and swamps have been formed by ~
and bamboo-woven walls, and sh-eets and his virtues and occentncitics, that in the '40s and 'G0s. In the old capitol rank vegetation, which. for cen~unes
often less than five feet wide from wall when an application for a patent was there is a peculiarly shaped room at the grew decayed and fell mto the n~crs,
to wall. Overhead is a forest of gilt let- made under the first act he would sum- north of the supreme court chamber, which thus dainming them up and partially
ters, gorgeously colored signs and ban- mon Mr. Henry Knox, of Massachuse~ts, was formerly the United States Senate flooding the surrounding
country. A
ners that fairly hide the sky. The nar- who was Secretary of War, and Mr. Ed- chamber, which is famous for being the company obtained from the Government
row streets, with shop fronts all open round Randolph, of Virginia,. who ':"as place where Morse first successfully oper- a grant of all the lands which should be ,
above a low counter, seem like passages Attorney-General, these officials bcrng ated the telegraph. In this little room drained by it. The company brought •
he had an operator whom he had trained
in some fantastic exhibition hall with designated by the act, with the Secrcta?
down dredges and began its work by
himself, a young man named Sweisinger.
booths or "spaces" close together. Mere of State, a tribunal to examine the ap~hclearing out a channel from lake to lake,
The
room
is
now
a
bare
anti-·room
to
the
creviccs in the walls correspond to alleys, j cation critically, scrutinizin¥ each pornt
from Lake Kissimmee to Lake Okeechoand looking up them or down the tun~el of the specification and clallllS carefully supreme comt chamber, and through it bee. This whole country is so extremely
I
regularly every morning and a:tcrnoon
of a street before one it is easy to realize . and rigorously.
fl.at that this single channel,
which
the supt·eme court judges in their robes
what is meant by "swarms of people" or
The result of this examinati_en_ was
only lowered the water in the northern
pass
to
the
bench.
It
was
over
a
l!ne
"masses of human beings." All through I that during the first year a nmJonty of
lakes a foot or two, reclaimed about 4,old Shanghai the people are packed as if ' the applications failed to pass the ordeal, from this room to a little outdoor station 000,000 acres of swamp Janel. A canal
at Bladensburg, five miles away, that
at a m:i.ss-meeting, and one has to ~odge I and only three patents were g~ant?d. In
was then cut from Lake Okeechobee
Morse was first able to transmit a message.
into shops or flatten ~imself agallls~ a those days every step_ in the 1SSU1.n~
~fa
westward to the Caloosahatehee River,
The line was then being built on to Bal•
wall at the constant cries of the cooli:s patent was taken with ~rcat ca1c and
which completes the system of drainage
timore,
ancl
on
the
day
tha~
the
Democarrying loads by poles or tokes on their caution, 111r.Jefferson seekmg ~lwn~s to
to the Gulf. It is now proposed to cut
shoulders. Buckets of water and_ gar- impress upon the minds of h1:' oiliccrs cratic Convention that n01mnated Jame, another
canal eastward from Lake
K. Polk was being held this little room
bage, bundles of dried fish, bodies of and the public that tl'.e gran~ii?: ~I a
Okeechobee to the Atlantic, a distance ol
was
the
scene
of
great
excitement.
The
dressed hogs, coffins of the dead an~ se- p'ltent was a matter o.( no ordrn°11Y imforty miles. If the project is ever car•
Senators kept thronging in ther<', and the
dan chairs of the living ~roweled us_mto portance. The ?-rowth of ~u.r_ ~atent
ried out, it will shorten by about 250
doors
were
guarded
to
keep
out
the
crowd
tp.e wall and rubbed agarnst us durrng a system, its vast importance, its_rntunatc
miles the sea voyage between points on
progress through the handsomest and I connection ~-ith and direct mflucnce of people outside, anxioll.S to learn the the Atlantic coast and the Gulf ports.
work
of
the
Convention.
It
was
here
most importunt four-feet-wide street of upon the property of_ the country, deThe company also entended to drain the
the city. The people were all too busy mand that it shall recci vc a de?"rce of at- that William L. 1\Iarcy declined to be- southeast Everglades by the same method
I
come
a
candidate
for
the
Presidency.
and too stolidly indifferent to gather and tention which it can not and will not reemployed in reclaiming the northern
stare at us, or follow ~sin a train,. as is I ccive while it remains a ?1erely subordi- When the message came over the wires swamps.
that
he
could
be
nominated,
his
first
thc happy Japanese fashion of treatmg a nate bureau of the Interior Department.
"This region has never been surveyed,
stran 6 e foreigner, and we really felt
The first patent was granted July 31, words were: "No, no, I will not take out recently one of the company's emit;"
and
Sen.a.tors
crowded
about
hi°7
twino-es
of wounded vanity at this neg- 1790 to Samuel Hopkins for making pot
0
ployes made an expedition into the heart
trying to persuade him to ch~nge hi~
lect.
________
and ~earl ashes. An examination of the
of the Everglades,
pushing himself
mind. Up stairs, over this room lS a long,
patents granted between 1790 and 1810
throuo-h the swamps in a small boat. He
Submarine Torpedo Boats.
shows most surprisingly the germ of the narrow, dimly lighted chamber, which repor;s that the project of drainage is
The prolific ingenuity of hu~an in- ideas which by subsequent improvements once was the finest room in the capitol. completely feasible. In this way the
vent10n is, however, fast carryrng the have been incorporated into an inventive That was before the wings were built, company hopes to acquire about 18,000,deadliness of warfare beyond that. of system. By the act of 1836 a Board of and when the capitol consisted of what 000 acres more. The Government grant
these swift-moviag engines of destruction : Examiners was created.. The official sys- is now little more than the bnsc of the included Pine Wand, at the mouth of
(torpedo boats.) A boat has_alrea~y been: tern was not a very large one at tha: time. dome. 'l'his room was Jefferson Davis's Caloosahachce River, ou the Gulf coast.
invented, and is actually m existence, The Patent office wa created, but it was committee room and the headquarters ol This island is probably destined to be1
which can sink below the water at will, attached to the Department of State. the Southern leaders in the Senate. On come a point of considerable importance.
and
travel
many miles
entirely There were provided for the office, to be the third floor of the old National hotel, It was sold for $1 25 an acre. The purout of
sight;
and
many
keen appointed by the Commissioner of Pa- looking out on Sixth street, is the ro?m chaser sold it for $2 50. At the next
and
fertile
brains
are at work tents with the approval of the Secretary in which John Wilkes Booth was making transfer ~t brought $5 an aero. And
perfecting the horrible invention. Such of S~ate, a Chief Clerk, an Examining his temporary home at the time ~e co~- now it h2,s been bought by some capitala vessel, on sighting a hostile fleet or Clerk, three other clerks, a machinist and mittcd the terrible crime which gives his ists, priucipally Boston me~, for $10 ~
vessel, would immediately dive down and a messenger. That constituted in 1836 name a place in history. It is a plain, acre. I1, is intended to bmld on this
required
is much
less."
Partkulars
which
were obtained from' make for her foe, unseen, and absolutely the entire force of the Patent Office. In ordinary room, which is seldom used bj island ,1 town, which shall form the
this gentleman showed that- his a clu l t in1per:vious to
attack.
Her enemy 1840 the office was disconnected from the any guest who discovers its hi.story.
southern. terminus of the Florida Southflock consists of thirty-ftvc ducks, and cannot tell where she is, or when Departmoot of State anu attached to ihe
ern Rai !road. This town will be on the line
A
Big
Eik's
Fight
for
Life.
the profit averaged $45 for each. He ~he
may
blow
her
to "pieces. Department of the Interior, which was
of the most direct communication between
A
monster
elk
was
sightcll
in
thGJ
Wind
uses the Pekins, but thinks a cross be- She has absolutely no means of defense. , then created.
.
Jacksonville and the north and Havana.
River
Mountains
by
a
hunter,
says
thE
tween that breed and the Aylesbury su- Flight is her only resource. The difficul- [ The establishment of the Patent Office
Thern will probably be a line of steamers
Salt
Lake
1'ribnne,
and
the
hounds
sent
perior to citficr.
His adult clucks ~re ty the under-water boat has to contend , marked the commencement of the marrun between Pinc Island and Havana.
allowed a hrgc trough, through which with is that of seeing through the water. vclous development of the resources of after him. A long chase of two hoim
"One of the most interesting districts
•
led
down
to
the
base
of
Sable
.llfountaiu,
fresh water constantly flows.
This is Even now there are signs of the solution foe country which is the admiration and
in Florida is Levy and Marion Counties,
one
of
the
loftiusto[
the
range,
up
whic_l!
used for bathing purposes. The number of the problem, but even if it is not wonder of the world, a development
just east of the bend in the G~lf coast.
of eggs last year was 140 from cach d uc k . Overcome the boat can rLse to the surface which challen::res
~
all history for a parallel, the monarch of the fon,st darted as lui This is a limestone country and 1s almost
final
refuge.
The
,l-~cent
was
steep,
bul
The eggs were hatche d rn
~
rncu
a• hi • b
when she likes, take a fresh observation and it is not too much to say that the unwithout streams or lakes. All the rivers
tors, from which 3,000 ducklmgs were of her enemy's whereabouts, and dive exampled progress has been not ~nl_yde- the hunter anLl his Llogs followed. ~oor are s~bterranean.
There arc numbers of
the
elk
was
brought
to
hny.
As
the
Jore
raised to the age of from eight to ten down again preparatory to the final blow. pendent upon but l.u1s been c?nmc1uent
caves at the bottom of which one can
weeks and m,trketed, the price received A_few such boats would be more terrible with the patent system of this country. mo.,t of the clogssprang Juli at the throat, hear tho water flowing.
At Silver
in the Doston market being 30 cents a to a hositlc fleet than a whole row of iron We have had fifty years oI progress, the branching antlnrs wel'e su_cldcnl~ low- Springs one of these underground
cre<l, the keen tines pierc,·cl lrom gule tc streams emerges abruptly and forms a
pound for those that came
rn
car
Yan
~
f
• •
1
d clad forts··. They would be an intan::rible, fifty years of invention applied to the
18 cents a pound for these that were late, hauntino- danger that would demoralize every-day wants of life; fifty years 0 side aud the stanch houncl "·as th1owr river 150 feet wide and seventy feet deep.
the average price being 2'a cents a pound .• the stou~cst heart.-All
1'!,e Year Round. patent cncourngcment, and fifty years of hi<rb. in air, and foll fur down the st,:el In the same region is Lake Wier, which
in~line. Nothing daunted, the rem'.unhas no visible outlet nor inlet, but is supThe cost of raising each duckling to the
a development in wealth, resources, graning hound, too, mat1_c its fierce spnng,
age of eight weeks was 5 cents a poun d .
d sl_
plied and drained by St)bterrancan chan,
1 ort
About Shoes.
dcur, culture, ·power, which is little
1ts
and
shared
the
fate
ol
comra1fo.
The
Bis profit was t h us 17 ccn t s a poun d ,
nel.s."-N(nl) York Tr-il!ww.
The l·mmedi"ate predecessors of India of miraculous. Population, pro uctwn,
animal then rushed at the huntGr, _whc
and as the 3,000 ducklings produced rubber shoes, for wear in the cities busrness, wealth, comfort, culture, powfired, but the next instant was _wlurle<l
A Blasled Life.
12,000 poun cls of mea t th cu·
.,
.
ti
• yie
• Id was ,~her·e
paths were prepared J.urinir~ the er , grandeur, these have all kept
s~ep
aloft on the broad antlers. ll1~ stout
"And so your life was lilasted. by 1.1
over $2,000. Other expenses such as snowy seasons, were articles t.!!chnical!y with the expansion of the rnven ve
buckskin
hunting-shirt
turned
aside
th(
woman, was it?"
quarters, at t cu d ance, et c., r educed 11~
en
;
desc1·1"bed=
no
"galoches."
They were, 1n gcniu.s of thui country, and thisth pr~grcss
profits to $1,575. The young d uc ks} 1ad fact leather Overshoes, ~ave that the pro- hns been made possible only by e rnv - sharp prongs, but they had become '.ast
"Yes."
cned in the garment, and he bade fair tc
"How did it happen'?"
no access to. water except for drinking tc,,ction came to the sole of tbe foot rath- tions of its citizens.
.
of inven- be thrashed to death. As for a sncon<l
"Well, you see, I waited on her for
purposes and were fed in the same ~ner than to other parts. The pro:~typ~ of i Women are a:n~ng the ,,r;ications filed time the elk dashe<1 him to earth he man
ner as chkks, except that they requll'ed the shoes was the ancient "clog, wluch, tors. The maJor1ty .of ap~r articles used acrcd to catch hold of a bush, anu kep1 three years before I could must.er lip
more an imal food. It was found also indeed was worn as a shoe or foot cover- by women for patenL, arc f
. t his grasp. long enongh to draw bis revol- courage enough to ask her to have me."
"And she refused you?"
,
dress orfortoi me1e •
that ca<ih duckling yielded from an ing, instead
of an extraneous protector. in house k cepmg,
~r. for
. o-enius
ver and send a ball crashing through the
"Does that. look as though she did1''
ounce to two ounces of feather~, which In later year~ the "patten" of En.gland was Some, however, d1spl.i~ :ented sewincr- brain of his gallant foe.
said the poor fellow sadly, as ho pulled
sell for 50 cents a pound. Each adult kindled to the "galoche."
'l'hcre was chaui~m. Several have i~ o--m.achinc ~• ofi his hat and expose J a crown as hairduck laid 140 eggs and began to lay always something natty in the ~~peara~ce machrnes aild oth~r~ sc~m,, a 1lications
A Grave Rejointler.
' less as a door knoh.-O 1,ic,,qo Ledger.
when five months old. The best prices, of this article, and the facillty . wi~h faclnncnts. A gicat ma~y ~ females
"I can't give you any monry. A stout,
d b t which it could be donned was m__its have b_ec_nmade fo: patents. yd bc1cn able-bodied fellow like you ought to be
80 cents a pound, were obtainc a ou f
11 Yet woe to the ind1v1d- the prrnciples of wluch have _alrea y f
Rca.sc;u Enou;i-h.
the middle of May, decrea1,ing to 18 avor as we •
,
.
man lws •t patent or earning a living."
"Father, why do they say ruilroacl
cents in July. They wci!,hccl per pair ual who attempted the use of a new pair paten\ec 1·. 0 nc wo. '
.. , i
robably
"But I haven't any work, si:-.·••
corporations have no souls?"
•
. where the hard and an artificial
P
one pound a week for ~each week's upon icy
wa ll,.,~
. d. stone compoRitioi,
uviiw purposes
One
"'!'hat's your own fault, l'll venture to
"Well, my son, you have often heard
growth mhei1 ci·00-ht weeks ol_d, or four smooth soles be 0 -uilc<lfrequent downfall- for bm 1 mg or P
."'
d. - f. ta t·
say.
You
lack
energy.
You
don't
thro,\
of the head of a corporation, but you
"
,..,
• •
•v~ a patent tor a 1s111cc n ,
pounds each, gaining a pound a week. rng to the uninitiated.
The ongrna 1 vu 1- 1;~: ;i~e'.rcscrvin'cr egg-B. Another, look- yourself into . our work."
never heard o[ one with a foot. What
They were rnised in broo<lcrs, but were c:rnized rubb2r shoes had a :eat'.ier bo_t- ino- to \1 comfort' of her child r;.'n per~
"I wouldn't like to. l rnr would you, use would a sole be to thcin nuder the
10
carc£t11ly,rnk•.~d, foll often and. kept t,1m, and it constituted an ObJLLilJllh~icl . hap~, has invc•nterl an car-n~ufI. _10!
sir."
circu:nstanccs?
warm.
to overcome bcr/4-iuse they wcr6 so slip- which she ha; been succes~fnl,:11 h~-~i~,.,,
J<if)h,I wouldn't, eh? \\'hy not?"
·'No irne, pa, except to walk over JlcoO ~ 1,nl toms cnmc us a
a patents maker
issucr.t. J.n:,
A l:11ly,." 110 1~ poss u Y
It i.s r;,p,,rt~:l that the bamtna cmp pery • Th,,• -rnr
'·
up plied fur an< re"'I'm
:.t
grave
digger,
sii'-.
"-J'lti/
ulelple imtc:irl of riuing over them as they
1
will be short t',:q ,_·car. This will be 1,enison to the appreciation of this species ~ci\,~~
~ patent ro:n hoo,,-and-eye. 1
,hia
Galt
do now.i' -Boston Buclqet.
1
gootl news to pedestrianll.
of footwear.----Slwe anrl T.eo;tlterVep,rter.

"Itis remarkable," said a wel!-kn?~•n
poultry dealer in response to mqumes
made by a reporter for the New York
Mail and E:i:p1·ess, "how rapidly duck
raising has grown to be a leading feat~re
in our business. Every day shows an mcreased demand for ducks for eating purposes. Why is this? Because it has been
found that they are a great delicacy and
fer ahead of even chickens as broilers.
They command as high, if_ not higher,
prices in the market than chickens. For
the past two years a great specialty has
been made of raising them in the East,
especially around Boston, and ~ow_ New
Yorkers and Jerseyites are begmmng to
go into the business at a lively rate. We
have hitherto devoted the larger part of
the time on our chicken ranch to the raising of chickens, but so great has become
the demand for ducks that we have determined to make that our specialty now
instead of chickens. They can be hatched
out in the incubator the same as chicks,
and •they are raised more easily than
chickens. They are not so liable to disease and do nbt require so much care.
Besides, they are ready for market "'.hen
two months old and are twice the weight
of chickens at the same age."
"What kind of clucks are most in dem:md?"
"The White Pekins, because they have
no dark feuthers and their flesh is a handsome yellow, looking the best when dressed. Why, in early market such ducks
bring as high as 50 and 60 cents a pound.
Next to the White Pekins in demand are
the Rouens and the Aylcsburys.
The
latter arc much like the Vlhitc Pckins.
,The points in favor of the Rouens a~e
that they grow rapidly and retain then
• weight remarkably well, but their flesh
is not so yellow, and consequently they
do not bring as good prices in the market."
"What is the average weight of ducks
and gccsci"
.
"Ducks average in weight about six
nounds and ordinary-sir,ed geese twelve
,pounds. But some breeds of geese grow
very large, and I have seen a goose that
weighed thirty pounds. The best f?od
for ducks is made of brewers' grams.
They are great eaters."
"Can you give an example of money
made in duck-raising?"
"There is one that is causing much
comment among all poultry dealers just
now, and it is really a remarkable case.
It is that of a poultry producer of South
Easton, :M:ass. Ile shows an actual profit
of $45 from one duck and of $1,575
from trurtv-five ducks.
As a poultry
journal co~menting on the fact trnthfully says, that it is more than is ~de
from a herd of dairy cows and th6 capital

I •

1\fr. Gardiner, an official at the patent
THE EVERGLADES.
THE PATENTOFFICE.office,
said: "In round numbers there

A Glimpse of Shanghai.
The conservatism of the Chinese char•
acter and the extremest point of provin-:
cialism is instanced in the story told of
the residents within the walls of the na-

DUCK RAISING.
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FOrw'l'IIE FA.RU AND ROME.
Weantn11:

Calve ■ ,

A correspondent of the National Stock•
man, upon tho question of feeding calves,
remarks: "I prefer weaning when two
weeks old, while some think it best to
wean at the early age of one clay. By
the time the calf is two weeks old it has
commenced to thrive, has put on some
flesh, and is very much more able to stand
the strain on its young system. I have
had the best success learning them to
drink by n t giving them anything the
first regular time of feeding. By the second their appetites arc sharpened and
their thirst increased, so that they will
drink out of the bucket without giving
them the finger. It is a bad habit to
learn them to drink by placing the finger
,{ in the mouth, and always gives the one
trooble who practices it. The calf should
be penned in a stable where the cow can
neither see nor hear it. 'fhen it will soon
become resigned in its new quarters and
thrive from the very start."'

tho first o! March; then it will have the
benefit ot the drying winds of early
spring, o.nd, if properly piled up, will be
in good condition to house before warm
weather commences. Those who have
been accustomed to leave their wood in
four-feet lengths until the warm summer
rains begin to come, lose a considerable
portion of the heating qualities of the
wood. Birch, hemlock, pine and maple
all require to be cut in short lengths and
split in short pieces to get the best results, and the work should be done early
enough in the season to get it well dried
before the warm weather.
Hatch

Your

Chicks

E11.1•1y.

The advantages of hatching chicks early
cannot be overestimated.
Chicks that
!lre hatched late bring late prices, and
chicks that come out of the shell this
month, and get in market as broilers,
bring as high prices as grown fowls.
The objections urged against early
chicks are that they give too much trouble,
and those hatched late have the privelege
of grass runs, and take partial care of
Onions,
themselves. .A.ndso they do. They are
Aside I.r;om the potato crop the om.on raised much more easily than those
crop is the rnost important vegetable hatched this month, but our readers
crop .grown, and under proper culture is should remember that it is not the chicks
an exceedingly prof.table crop.
They that bring the best prices, but the
yield from 300 to 500 bushels per acre, trouble.
Whenever chicks are raised
according to the nature of the soil and without effort the cost is, of course, a
culture, and rarely sell for less than 50 small item, l;lnt the time is then occupied
cents pc1· buroel, while they not unfre- by hundred.a who also prefer to perform
quently are worth as high one dollar.
as little labor as possible, and the conseThe soil must be rich and thoroughly quence is that ehicks are thrust on the
and deeply pulverized. A very rich, market by thousands, only to qepress the
loamy soil is the best. Manure very marke;, and cause the oft-repeated asheavily with well rotted manure. The sertion that poultry does not pay.
But
soil cannot be made too rich. It is use- early chicks do pay, however, but they
less to try to grow onions on a poor soil pay only for that which is expended and
A Hopeless Case.
or in a shiftless manner. A few days, bestowed upon them by the attendant.
:Mother-"! think, Clara, that youn 6
neglect when the weeds are growi11a:
rap•
Mr.
Sampson
is fond of you." mamma?"
~
It 1s claimed, again, that laibor is labor,
Clara (hopefully)-"Why,
idly, or a week's delay in sowing after and may as well be expended in one diMother-"Bccause
he was such a long
the ground is in a suitable condition in rection as another, without devoting it to time buttoning your glove last night."
the spring, will often ruin the crop. earl.y chicks. That is true, but unemClara (hopelessly)-"Ah,
yes, mamma;
Thereisnocropin which thorough culture ployed labor is a waste, and if, in win1;~{:r::i:~~u~~;tf~~~ettl°if::~:~
will bring larger returns. A top dressing ter, a large number of chicks can be he asked me il that wouldn't be enough."
of wood ashes applied after the second grown for market, there will be a saving; -New York Sun.
weeding will be found to greatly im- of wasted labor, anq. <the wages will be
A new idea_e_m_b-ra_ce_s_in_E_l_y_•s--Cream
Balm.
8
prove the crop.
trebled on account of the better prices
;;:_reft ;~t"iff~~J'~~
i'ne~~iun!
n.e.,..>tng Geese.
demanded for labor in that shape.
~a.ri~!Pt~~~~~hrr!~g1'~f;8
;1I°if~';!1~;
Geese ro:e profitable or unprofitable a.cEarly chic~s- a.re often worth, in April, :e~'t';;\~:~~l.Pr¾TI-tor~~~iw~~~N~~'.sta. 60
cording to the manner in which they are . as much as eighty cents a , pou nd ' and
I have been troubled with Catarrh of the head
kept. If -iven the use of a large pond they are s~ld w~en about one-_pound-and and throat for the last five years. About three
rte
ht
It
fi
f{a°f:,afgJ gi~mJ;~ci~s\h~/lf~ii~~yisw~~~
00
on which they can enjoy themselves, and a-qua r m weig •
reqmres no g- Uevcd. The senseof smell, wEichhad been lost.
0
th
0
dive down in search of minnows and tad- :::~
:!~:/~oa.:da:::\!~~
~~~~re e th~B':.~~~tt:eai;,1~~!1;,~g;rirtt1caU'r~hen!~~
poles, they can supply themselves with
No used with satisfaction, and it has accomplished
all the a.nirn'll food they require. They dou~t, a large number or eggs may be i a '.fi:';[;i~~
~.re~asEiy'!1c¾e~Jei~J'~~li!ula
should also have plenty of grass. When reqm.red for the purpose of hatching a yar, I oau say it is just the thing for catarrh.
fair percentage of chicks, but this item !I iss Mattie A.. :3aker, East Templeton, Mass.
the geese are kept on abandoned fields,
f
b dd d 'th t f
f
Lyon's Patent. Meta.Uc Rtiffeners prevents
and have access to ponds, they are profi- 0 1oss may a 1so ea e W1 ou ear O I boots and shoes from runninl{ over, ripping in
diminishing the proportion of profit to be the seams or wearing unevenly on the heels.
table; but if they a.re to be fed alto~
CURED
gcther, they will be kept at a loss_ They procured when the chicks are marketed. I p~in.ri::."
for auveru•1ug Ill thl• P•~-j;]'~~ht:•
(No matter of how long
standing) Bronchitis, Sore
often do <lamage to pastures, and destroy Early chicks are always salable,. and it
Throat, HoarsenessdCold
and waste much that they should not di$- coSt s more to raise chicks to the weight
0
~n~ffi~c]fBr~t~:
turb. The best breeds arc the Toulouse of two pou nd s at twenty-five cents a
ing, Purulent Discharges,
pound i<nprice than it does to raise one A Little Girl in Albany, N. Y., Terribly :~~li ~ufi.~aa:of/~j
a.nd Embden, the latter being entirely
to a pound, and with double the market
Afflicted,
Wonderfully
Cured.
Twang, Offensive Breath,
white in color, thus rendering their price. The real difference, as is plainly
Oneor the mostremarkablecures or scrofulaon Restores the Voice and
feathers more valuable. A cross of the apparent, is four times as much as the recordIsthat or thelittledaughteroUlr.M. J. Quinn, Senseof Smell, Improves
0
Toulouse gander on the Embden goose other.-Rural Home.
!~~::~:t;:,t~::/~=~:hys~: 1
::ul-:\:
if;a1fJ':1h~~:;,;~~~f
'ih~
better!or her I! she was dead. Her rather says: Head1~'fu~t·i~Yief.
makes the largest produce for market.
A goose will lay from twenty to forty
Jlonsehol<l
Rlnta.
hbae~n:~~::~u:.~;n!~~;o;;:
600. DIIUGGISTS
O_II
BYKAIL.
1::
eggs, but seldom hatches more than one
Wash silk stockings in warm borax the u•• o! her limbsandcouldnot walk; Infact, wall f S\nti"' cen;;t•IDJtafPJ,
a mereskeletonwastingaway. The smellrroruthe
Ei01.lYsa&mco·. p;:op~•s:
b1:ood. The goslings should not be al- water, but never iron them.
ll<)res
was terrible. Seeing In a newspaper•ome 166 Greenwich St.. N. Y.
lowed near the water until fully feathcasesor scrofulacuredby Hood'sSarsaparillaI laid I rastimoni&ls on application,
Prick potatoes befnre baking, so that
myilelt, 'I will try a. bottle as a last resort.' ,Vben
•
ered, as dampness is injurious to them, the air may escape, otherwise they may I to
sheho.dtaken the t\rst halt bottle I could see a •
··'
,· ';ill:}?''
the down being no protection. They burst in the oven.
change in her, and when the whole bottle was taken
should be fed for the first six or eight
White paint that has become discolored
;;;:i~!~t!;:!;hh:~:!t':!:; 1.t~:ea.!!~!
weeks, on a mixed diet, and may then may be nicely cleaned by using a little \ Ieverused. I kept on givingher Hood'sSarsa.pe..
11
be left to their parents altogether.
Old whitening in the water for washing.
s::~.:!e.;;.:;;~
nui.ntnr
1
geese make the best breeders, but only
Carpets should never be shaken, as:
Hood's Sarsaparilla
the young ones are marketed. Eggs from their weight inclines them to part, but Soldbyall druggilta. •1; six tor $5. Preparedon)y
geese under two years old do not hatch be laid on a rope and then beaten at the by C-1• HOOD& co., Apoth ecaries,Lowell,Hau.
back.
·1
I 00 Doses One Dollar
well.

:~i

~'a1;~~ ~!

CATARRH

svw·

Asa LastResort"

:~s:.:

1

::::.i:°:!
::ni::.
i::• I

:.:-,,:~:<>;:":
:!n~'.
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-~ pretty way ~f serv~ng oranges is to
The Wood-Pile.
'l'housanUs ot lnfnnt.s are slowly sLarYing, becJ.nse
--~~~:~:.i:.·J!~r~::•.'11f~!'!~:.~·:tndJ~~"oW:,~"
It is a sign of unthrift, of household dmde the peel mto _eighths, ~n~ bend
:~~:r!snc~~~~~ ~~oUv~\~~:.:
,~~~trw~fu~;f:~6~;\>tY~\i
~he~ d_ownnearly flat, . then dIVIde the
:!•i1:i:::.~T~::::XC~'if:1-.~~:•;~~•:i;;;t~s"'i!J':li
8 6
discomfort, of bad management general
t~et~~c:e~t(l~~; 1tg~~~;~~S~arrp~:~j~i0~\1~
i~ 11;:,\~
ms1de m small parts, berng careful not to
1oretherw11ha
v.u,u.uLBTttE.lTISBon
thi■ dl■e&H
perfect health, and see if you ca:-mot join in tetitimony
ly, to have the wood-shed empty. lt break the thin skin, and separate them a
, .... ,,u~tri.t11i.oil'11;;~:~i: ..1st~d!l'.";·yorll.
with the thousands who have been blessed by its use.
means plenty of• fault-finding and unILK!-,
Satins
and Velvets ror Patchwork..
S Send tor sample package. 2.5pieces.asssorted cols.
necessary worry and hard work in the little; then bend the ends of the peel
2Sc.; lOOpieces assorted cots. and 10 skeins Embroidery
Silk,$1. Silk PatchworkCo., Box 171, Chelsea,~
summer time when cheerfulness and towards the center.
ANTED-AGENTS
!or the LJreor GENERAL
smooth management are more to be desirR,eclues,
HANCOCK,by the renowned blographer,F.E.
Goodrich.Complete,
authentic.A lltth-.,.companlon
to
ed than at any other time. Then be 5urc
the Life or Grant. B. B. Russell, Pub'r, Boston, Mass.
Franconia Potatoes, Bakeil with Mea.t.and fill up the wood-she<l if you would W ash, scrub and pare potatoes of uniThe
Ladias'fa~orite
Tracing
have peace and gooc'l-will reigning around form size, put them in the dripping pan
~V HEEL.
ne,t nnd latest Invention
1
Sent. by mall on receipt of 15 cts. V-1tampt1 2fillrkJ~u~c~
.N~At:
lfHWJ~
your hearth-stone when the (lays of sow- with the meat and baste when the meat
0
~:~1~:
f,;r~~1:.
j~ritnA.8r~c/
~~i.
A book: worth $1l>,on
ing and planting a.nd harvesting have is hasted, or place them in a small tm
&:
Courtship, sent free
co .. 86 ndln!ltrect,Boston,:Mass.
b the UnionPub.Co..
come. And the shed should not onty be
Wewa.rk ~.J_. Send stamps lo..r poi~
pan beside the meat or on the grate and
~Erol0CE~S
filled with wood, but with the right kind
baste ·with the <lripping.
~
of wood. It will only a<ld to the unAppleFolly.-Two
eggs, one cup of
205 • - ...._•✓
pleasantness of the situation if there is
·t
l
b ak ed app 1es,
J~
:eR.OADWAY•NEW·YORK:
. ~NE·YEAY
nothing but an accumui:ttion of great, wh 1 c sugar, t 11'Ce sour
vanilla.
Bt'at the whites of the eggs
liie best aid to qaodwrilingpublished:'
unwieldy, unHplitable Jrnarls that the
Chloraland
housewife can hardly lift, much less use an<l the sugar together, then add the inOpium
Habits
in the stove.
Such nnusaule material side of the apples, which should be roustBASlLY VUJIBO~
,,oviuE
_1,REE •.
is only a mockcl'y and a ~ource of exas- ell sof~; flavor with vanilla; beat this\
to a stiff froth. Any kind of jelly can DR. J. C. HOFFMAr~, Jefferson, W1scons1n.
peration.
Neither if<tlH're much advanI PENSIONS
INCREASED.
tage gained i11storing up woocl that i~ beusellrnsteadoiapple.
/:Jwat Teri Biscuit. -One cup of sug,,r, _ WriteL.Bingham,_ .A.tt'y,
wash'n,D.C.
only half prcpare<l for use. Every farmer, says the Plo1igli-rnan,should look ahcacl two cups of flour, one-quarter pound of I
POSITIVELY CURES
at lea.st one year to seeurc wood in the good, clean lard, a pinch of salt, one
Backache,Sideache,Crick,
Sciatica,
Rheumatism,
powder, milk.
best condition to burn; that whieh is to tablespoo11 o[ baking
Neuralgia,
Kidney
Pains,
be used next wrnt.c·r ,houlcl be prepared Mi.- 111011together all the ingredients ex- I
Stltc.h,
Wrenches
and
Strains, Female Pains,Stlff
this winter.
If it wns eut, as it should cept the milk, which must be added last
Muscles, WeakLungs,Sore
have been, last autumn, it will be in in sufficient quantity to make a stiff
Chest, Cramps, and all nervous, sharp or dull pains,
readiness to <lraw home the first sledding; dough. Roll the dough out until a quarlocal or deep-seated
are In·
when at home, every ~pare hour should ter of an inch in thickness, and cut it
stantty expelled.
Sure Pro•
Have
be devoted to preparing it for the stove. into ~hape with a biscuit cutter.
Prepared from entire f!'ledtclnal virtues
The 81! T AND STRONCEST
plaster In teotion from Coughs, Colds and Pneumo·
of Fresh Hops, Bur~undy Pltoh, Balsams
the world because It Soothes, Stimulates,
nla. Hop Plasters
are sold everywhere,
'l'o have wood iu the best condition to ready a brisk oven and bake :fifteen minand Hemlock, spread on ~hlte muslin.
allays pain and wonderfully
strengthens.
25c., 5 for $1.00.
Mailed for
rice,~
.
...
HOP PLASTER
COMPANY.
Boston. Mass.
bUl'n, it should be sawed and split before utes-
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fHE WRONG WAY TO GO Ul' STAIRS,

THE HOUSEKEEPER.

on. ,If you prefer to help at table,
do so; but it is much better to let
each guest give the order to the servant and let him fill it.
Always have salt, pepper, vinegar,
mustard and the sauces within easy
reach;
guests are universally difficlent in asking for such things.
It is
best to have diminutive
supply bottle!=.of each for each plate.
.r::.eep the glasses
properly
filled
with water;
guests also dislike to
ask to have these replenished.
Avoid
vulgar display of quantity and excessive variety of foods.
A small sensible variety
well chosen and well
served is all good sen~e commends in
private dinners
We remember once several years
::igo of attending a swell dinner at the
house of a so-called leader of the ••bon
ton" in one of •our most intelligent
cities, where there were uf pies alone
fourteen kinds.
What
could be in
worse form ?
Let tbe meal move
quietly in the mechanism, but steadily to its close.
Show your qualities
of generalship
so ably and yet so unobstrusively that all will remember
but to admire more and more.-Our
Ladies' .8ook.

Going np st,tirs on one's hanJs and
CHAIRS,
knees is a mcL!todof ascent not 1111con1The frame-work of rocking chair,;
mon ly sc,,n among infants who are just
learning the mysteries and perplexities of
can be . bought
:ind covered with
an1u11lation,but fortunately it is seldom
bright-colored
cretonne
or chintz.
that those of mat11re vears have to resort
It is wonderful how a little fringe
to sueh means of p;.ogre,s. ::\Irs .. J. (',
Chapm,m, a well known resident of 1\fans- and a few tacks will take the sombrefield, Mass., says that slte once tried it and
ness off from things and_ lighten them
failed, and that others lltay be deterred
from a similar experience it is perhaps
up.
A large Boston rocker( for moworth while to girn her experience, l\lrs.
ther or grandma),
can be comfortaChapman now walks as upright as any
one, and gives this account of her atble.
Make a long strip to fit the
tempt:
chair back and seat, all in one piece;
"I was perfectly helpless with an attack
of acute rheumatism, anrl was all doubled
line it with wadding and then line
up. I could not sit upright even long
with corresponding
color.
Fasten
enough to eat a meal. I tried once to get
up stairs on my hands ai~dknees, but failed.
it on the back of the chair at the top,
After taking everything recommended by
again at the seat, and put fringe
my friends, and not getting the least benefit from anything,} despaired of ever getting
across the seat and on the outside of
around again. l had lost all hope of being
the arms. Cover the arms with wadcured when, like a gleam of light, Athlophoros was recommended to me by a friend
ded goods,
and you have a cosy,
who had used it with entire success. J
war:n nest that will set the children
took it and have never been troubled with
rheumatism ·since, now three years. I can
quarreling
for the rocking
chair.
cheerfully recommend .'\.thlophoros to anv
Any chair can be transformed in this
body suffering with rheumatism, for ·r
know from experience that it will make a
way.
Hemp goods are very suitable
complete and permanent cure."
for this purpose, and if you get that
There is no charge made for showing goods at the store of
From J. A. Crane & Co., prominent
with a stripe
on it, you can put a
druggists of Orange, Mass., comes this
statement of a case that came under their
~kirt around
the chair of the hemp
observation :
"Mr. Shubel Briggs, of this place, leas stripe, and with the fringe on the
bought Athlophoros of us. He stated to
bottom, it gives it an uphol<;terec!
ns to-day that his wife before taking it
look that will make your neighbors
conId not move herself in bed, as site was
sufferi'ng from a severe attack of rheumaask, "How much did_vou pay for it?"
W ti carry a large stock of
tism. After taking a few doses of AtltloThe edge of the back and cushion
phoros she could move easily, and before
two bottles were finished she had recovered
can be finished with a cord, gimp, or
completely and has not been troubled
turn in the edges and stitch them.
since. Mr. Briggs himself, who was
troubled with stiffness in the joints, used
{:;;il,N:J!(J,N~
MAKE THE TABLE
ATTRACTIVE.
some of the Athlophoros and experienced
Almost every one who desires to
decided relief."
Charles ff. :\finchcw, of Taunton, tells
have their table weil served is hamthis story of hi, wife·s cure, which was not
pered by the idea there must be a
unlih that of ~hs. Rriggs:
":\h wife had been afllicted with rheuprecedent.
\Ve could never see why
matis,n lc,t· some time, and I employed a
fancy and originality should not have
doctor who failed to do her any good. I
happened to see Athlophoros advertised
play in this department
as much as
Hats,
CaJ)S, Boots and Shoes (for ladies and gents)
and concluded to get and try it. It worked
in any other furnishing.
There is
like a charm, curing my wife completely,
good rea$on for the conventional seand I cannot speak too highly of it."
Mr. George H. Surgens is foreman of the
q nence of courses, both as a matter
cloth room of the Flint mill, Flint Village,
of digestion and of resthetics.
But
Fall River, Mass. He lives at No. 140
Breeding of A. ,J.C. C. Re~istered.
County Street, Fall River. Of his wife's the service may be entirely
original
case he says:
with each household.
Let the poet":\-Iy wife was treated by four different
doctors for a severe case of neuralgia of six
ic fancy of the hostess be shown by
years' standing. Her sufferings were territhe fitness with which, when unable
hle and the physicians could not allay them,
though nsing the most powerful medicines
to follow the regular routine, she subWHITE CHESTER
all the time. As she was getting worse and
1 BERKSHIRE1
stitutes new forms, adapted
to her
worse I bought a bottle of Athlophoros,
SMALLYORKSHIREPIGS1
and that brought the first and only relief
own resources.
my wife had. Now she can attend to her
of all ages and sex,
We have added much to our line of Clothing and can
Arrange your table so as to make
household aff..'lirs and other duties as
though she had never experienced the
prominent the prettiest
things that
show many bargains. Our line of Overcoats is complete and
torttrnes of that dread disease, neuralgia.
you have,be it _vour china, your glass,
,ve can sell you one for 4.50 to 15.00.
When' :<\thlophoros can be had at the
nearest drng store nobodv should suffer
your silver;
and abandon the idea
from neuralgia or rheumatism."
that everything
must mr.tch.
\Ve
_Ifyou CA_nnot£'e~ .-\TIIJ.OPHonns of your rlrugthink a table would he more elegant
1
In Dry Goods we have many bargains which
A'l~t. v:e will ~enrl 1t•<..xnrp-:::;,;r,Hi<l. rm rN·eint of
11
1
we will not here enumerate,
consisting of Velvets,
Our line is complete and we are se11ing them at
1~1,1
fi~~~ll ~~~,r\~~l~~r;i~~• :~1 \:;~!-~,•~
~~i~t.
~~·;
~t
f~! that had no pieces of silver, glass or
Dress Flannels, liomespuns,
etc. \Ve also have a hard time prices.
We feel confident in saying that
1
1
nice
line of Samples ot Black Silks, ranging in in Underwear,
1
Cardigans,
etc., we can show tl~e
china exactly alike.
Of course it
~1~:~'t:~;
~:;.A
~~t ~;r
A'.~.\.":;.~;~;::
'/1J.r\:c~1\i;.::;.1~'.:f
0
0
1
11
line in town.
We are selling the Montcalm
a!~-:~
1o
save best
A-rn: 0! HOl!os ('o., 11·2 W:i!! ~f?'<'l'l. \:t.'\\ York.
Shirts and Drawers for 50 cts. Every pair is well
must not look like makeshift;
there
worth 75 cts.
must be intention and harmony.
A
little thought and ingenuity may show
Our shelves iri this line are always full, and are
Sewing Machines furnjshed if wanted
all marked at bottom prices.
each person how 111uch cou Id be accomand the \\Ork delivered at your homes.
plish with such resources as they have.
Sometimes
for a change,
it is pret- Apply by mail only to Wm. ¥- Mitchell,

.,I,,

NO CHARCE!
& STAPLES,

CHILDS

Cilbertville,

Me.

CLOTHING,

H erdsdale Farm,
ME.

Cent's Furnishings,

JERSEY

Dry
Goods,
Groceries
MERINO
SHEEP.
CATTLE,

SPANISH

CORN. FLOUR

&

ETC.

Bred and For Sale.

WANTED!

r;\.~

1

TO MAKE COATS.

~~~:trri

VEGETABLE

the napkins rolled like cylIf you have
A pleHsant, safe, reliable, antl prompt inders or cornucopias.
remedy for the removal of stomach and pretty candlesticks, JOmetimes
light
seat. or pin worms from clnld or adult. It
your vvhole table with many candles,
is easy to take; never fails; absolutely harmas the eflect is extremely
brilliant.
less and requires no after-physic.
Glass c11µs on your candles are essential, to prevent the wax from running
duwn on the candlesticks
and table.
If your chief decoration is fruit, the
Arc an exc~.!edmgly ~n1all pun:ly Vegetable Pink
effect is heightened
by dressing it
with appropriate
flowers.
A high
dish of grapes
is very beautiful
6
1
11
1
:1~~C~~ it~~!~i~/. a~dc -~ ~~f~ ~r ~ \(1dt~~~·,n 's~ri~~~R:
Skin and Blood Diseases.
IN VIALS, PRIUE 25 dressed with purple or red passion
Cts, 5 FOR $1.00.
flowers or both together, hanging in
FORSAU BYH. H. BURBANK,
CANTllN,CHILDS
Beneath
&, STAPHS, GILEEiHVILLE,
R, G. fllOiNG,Li,·. in sarland, from the dish.
t.:rmore.
1y51
the fruits lay their natural leaves.
The common Jaisy and fern~ make a
beautiful
table-dressing,
and fruit
The undersigned offers for sale the fol- blossoms of every kind are always
lowing described lots of land:
pictun·sque
if properly arianged. Do
}lo, 1.-Part of lots No. 15 and 16, in not imagine
the poetry of the meal
Fox's Grant,(so called) in Peru, estimated
your notice.
to be a bout 110 acres, and well-known as service to be beneath
The more your home is made attractthe El,BRIOGE GAMMON FARM.
No. 2.-Tbe TOBIN F ARM,(so called) ive-and
in no place is a man more
comprising about two lots and esr.imat.ec.1susceptible to impressions than at his
at 160 acres, also in Peru, near \Vort.hley
meals-the
more your children
and
l'ond.
The above lots, not being required for ,·our husl:>and will enjoy remaining
the purposes of Ilerdsdale Farm, will be ;t home, and the kss the club, the
sold at. a price which will make them a
rt;staurant, the
profitable investment for any one deoirino lodge, the high-toned
first-class pasturage.
·
" billiard-room
or the saloon, with all
For price etc., apply to Charles Vickery, t!1eir dangerous
fascinations,
succeed
Manager llerdsdale Fann, Canton, Me.
in luring those so dear to you ft' m
::'11ARYE. WARD.
Canton, SPpt. 10, 1885.
3-36
your side.
If you have company (hut do not
always wait till such is the case to
show what you can do), never invite
too many:
you ca1111ot gi\·e them
pi oper attention.
De not overload
one's plate;
besides looking bad, it
renders the food unpalatable.
Do
entirely
with the barbarous
111~tock :tr tl11•Telephone Otfice. which away
"ill lw t'ltrni,,;ll<'clall priuted. at Lowest habit of carving at the table.
Have
PricP~. LPttl'r Heads, Xote Head,;. and
a II kimls hn,in<'~S ,tntio1wry. ::lm1dnow. all the food prepared before bringing

DR. BOOTH~S

LITTLE
VEGETABLE
PILLS

~/~~tt{:~;·;f
~,iJ~~;~:~1~t
t;~i~I
:~r~;,;i~~
LAND
FORSALE.

Envelopes. 10,000,

,!:~ii~~
b~;1~71~v:u~t.

Groceries.

O&D Dfl~ ~~fif'lil,,S

WOF\MF\EffiEDY.ty to have

Gent'sFurnishings.

DRY COODS.

100 :EAMILIES

BOOTS
& SHOES.

Corn and Flour.

Dixfield, Me., or to J. A. Bucknam &
Co. Mechanic Falls, Me.

ITI2if'
All

51tf

goods as represented or money refunded.

Honest Goods at Honest Prices.

~. JI~ J(2;Nl§;S

Respectfully Yours,

~ (!:(!).~

CHILDS & STAPLES.

LIVERMORE
would announce to th" citizens of Brittun' s
~1ills and vicmity that they have in stock
a full line of

"THE GIRL I LEFT BEHIND HE. 99

Dry Goods, Groceries,
Patent Medicines
and Fancy

Goods, Cheap for

Cash.

Country Produce taken in exchange for
goods, at mark.et price~. O~e price to all
persons, under the same circumstances,
Please call and ask prices.
3-38

HOTEL
SWASEY,
CANTON, ME.

OTIS
T.ALLEN,
ProprtBtor.
The location of this House is unsurpassed for convenience to travellers in
pursuit of business or pleasure. Under
the present management, its patrons will
be assured of first-class fare and modern
conveniencies.
3-35

W. F. PUTNAM,

;~t~~e~

I·J'.lJYtt\.~~ct~
nlfJ}Wiit~~ea~~:~
llPnlcr for the T. 'J',

1
Ilh:t ~~~eydi~ytii7:
~~r~~~deli:
llnyrlork's
>'11fety Kin!! Bolt nnd Fifth
Wheel.
Ask you
HAYDOCK
Bl'GG'll,
with the Haydock
Safety King
Life is insecure

ridin~

over

any

other.

.E1"CLOSE

(?S\\~1:

T.

STAMP.]

1

4

of~=s:~~j;.,
U.'i.
0

T.

and

Fifth

Wheel.

E. W. ALLEN,

~.A.

"YDOCX

Canton,

.Maine.

AGIFT

,-

O

o.

Cor. Plum and Twelfth StH,, ('JNCINU;I,

WENTS WANTEDWHEREWE HAVENONE!

TEACHER OF VOCAL MUSIC.
I hnve Peerless and Stanley organ whil'h
3Ianufacturer
of
T sell at reasonable"prices; warranted for
DOORS,
SASH,WINDOW
& DOOR
FRAMES,five years. Tnose 11 want of an organ or
pia110 will do well to call on or address
CLAZED
WINDOWS.
All ki11<lsrnonldccl and plain fi11ish.bal- tltc above. These organs are well made
11sterR.):pw<·lls.Ilrackets.&c. Also cham- in every respect, quick in action, brilllant
ber and dini11g-roon1 furnitnrf' Cham bet in tone, and voiced so they are easy to
Sets a11d ]~xtension 'J'ables a specialty . sing with. They are second to none.
.Jobbing done promptly.
Send 10 cents postage, and we will

Dixfield,

Bolt

(This picture will be rurnisbed ODo. large C~"d, printed in elegant st.ytc, to anyone who will agree t.o 1'rn.meit.)

NO INVESTMENTBOPR0FITABtE.

RUPTURE

CURED,-PEET
& CO., ,501 Si:xthAve
cor. 30th Stree_t. New York,
New Method'.
Holds any ~ase with ~ase and comfort.
Relief at
once. Parties attended_ to and return home the
1
:'.:'r~t~':i.·.
r:::.'c3~!~ J;.~ha"n':i

"::er,fl:•

Aifg~

r:rn2d~lit

!'~.;:,
m.

0

Established

CA"IT0N
CANTON,

15 years, Bolk

HOUSE,
ME.

mail youf_ree a royar, valuable, sample box of goods that will put you in
the way of making more 111-oneyat once, than any1 1 1
1
thing else in America.
Both sexes of all ages can
fo;\~~l(~~~to;!~1~ ~-: ·:~;n~~~1
·~~-:~~~I~~i:~~n;;;~l\~itl~~ live at home and work in spare time,or all the time.
Capital not required.
'1Ve will start you. Immense
1
so~!b~~~lli!-~~:1:~; 1~~:natt~n;:?;~;~~!/~h;~
0:1~:
~~tttl~ci~~;!~\1;~:~i~~tti~uit
]f.c ~t~dt~~~~~ pay sure for those who start at once.
STINSON
& ry.
3-22
1y49
ncarlv new, 25x55 with ell 25x30, is one ()f the 01ost Co., Portland. Maine.
convCnicnt and commodious in Oxford county for
JOHNP.SWASEr,
clothing a.nd general merchandise .tra~le. This is a
rare husiness opportunity . For further particula.rs
call 011 or address the suhs riher,
Attorney
& Counsellor at Law,
Hard and soft soap exchanged for ash:M. PEABODY,
4Stf
Canton, ~1ainc.
es.
4tf
L. HUTCHINSON.
Canton, 11£e.

Store

to l~et,

.N. L. .M.E.ll.JVDS,Prop 'r.

;i%~

lf~8/J1~i~~

Soap?

Soap?

c.

OUR PUZZLE CORNER.

dominion of Russia, is that which occ11n, heFore the storm that is to breic,k
,.-CHARADE.
with overwhelming
force upon the
:\ly fir~t h; to study, or ponder,
1,resent order of thing1, there.
Its not
You do it quite often, no doubt;
The next merchants have o't·r their doorwaysto be a reign of terror to result in disThey'd not have much custom without.
aster to the terrorist, hut a revolution.
You',·c raveled alrcarly, quite likely,
This very plain puzzle of mine;
par'.lle\Jed alone in the French revoThe whole is to give, or deliver,
lution-the
result to be for t!"ie good
To appropriate or lo rcsig-n.
of all.
But alas! according to the orRos.,, DA1tTJ.J. ..
,.-l!IDDEN BAYS.
der of things in the world'io past, what
(In c,achparagraphwill be found hidden the ah- solemn facts are presented along this
1
1
th
~ ;~: 1
t~1~ t~:~nSct•;:r:;:~;~:~;g
c hay which is line of thought.
Rapine,
carnage,
,, On learningof the approachof the moh, I torture;
"bub'Jle,
bubble, boil. tur~~~ ~1
:~,::~r,,;~n:."Y
of the canal. A friend of mine moil, bubble, boil;" and in it we are
0 1
2, Is Mr. 0del awarethat his son is in the hab- forced
to admit is human progress.

for

~:~i7i:

0

I

Infants

and

'\~-e ;nanufacture Open and Top Bngeon!listing of t~e slide Spring, End
Spriug. Bre\VSter, T1mlrnn aud Edward
::itorm Spri11g.
Also various styles of Two-Seated Car·
riages, Wagons, Cutters and Sleighs.
gt<'S,

Children.

"Castoria is so welladaptedto childrenthat Castorla cures Colic,Constipation,
l recommendit as superiorto any prescription Sour Stomach,Diarrhrea,Eructation,
mown to me." H. A.. AllcB11:a,
M. D.,
Kills e!~~s, gives sleep, and promotes dilll So, Oxford St., Brook:1111,
N. Y.

1

Witfoui i.DJuriollBmedication.
THB Cm!T..t.UB CoMl'il'Y, 182 Fulton

~\~;=~:,~t!itt~~:~~:;~:i~!;,:!,:';~/:i~:~:~
~:~
fear Not a point in the history of civiliza3, Yousatatthcopcraandlistencdtothatbeau- tion, no event in the advancement
of
tiful musicas coolyas if it werenothingbut Yank- the human race that is significant or
th
:: ~o:!~e;m~;;
~:t~:.rcd at e time how you could worth treasuring,
that is not baptized
1
4, Was I frightenedin the tempest,doyou ask? in .blood-in
cleath-inten~e
acd ap1
1
~:e~estl~~?e~'it:~!~~~
~c~::d~ 11:i!~ae~ra had not palli11g.
The pathway
of butnan
5, DoesAndie go to the musical association progress
is strewn
with ghastly
~;;~~~eetsat CommonwealthHall every Tuesday •scenes, the light of which reveals to

Street, N. Y.

!~;~

R. W.E.

3.-DIAMO!\D.
A consonant.
Wrath.
3, A morsel of bread.
1,

2,

4, A bird.
5, A consonant.
4.-PARTIAL C0TIIPARIS0XS.
Pos.,
2, Pos.,
3, Pos.,
4, Pos.,
1,

a river; com., costly.
a harbor; com., a carrier.
to care for; com., gentle.
a small piece; com., unpleasant

to the

taste.

:s~~,~~; 1~ 0~~;~~ ~~";~i~~r~::~ ;~~~1~:

1
~•. ~::·.',
1

BEssrn.

ANSWERS

NEXT

WEEK.

ANSWERS TO PUZZLES OF LAST \VEEK.
1.-Air-caslle.
FACE
ACID
CITE
EDEN
3.-0ur
Puzzle Corner.
4.-1, Black, b,tck; 2 1 Soft, sot; 3, Shame, same;
4, Track, tack; 5, Scandal, sandal;
6, Brother,
bother.
Answers to Puzzics of Feb. 25, were sent in due
season by ELLA, as follows: Nos. 1, 2, 4 and 5.
Answers to Puzzles of Mar. 4, are received from
R. A. A., Dixfield, as follows: Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 4.

OUR

BOSTON

Send for Catalogue and Prices before
buying.

us, in awful truth, the evil tendencies
STOCK and LO'\VEST PRIC;ES
of human nature;
which abo finds LARGEST
corroborative
response within
our
Ever given. We take this opportuntty to inform our•patrons that we shall CLOSE
own experience, and tbus bears with OUT the following lines of goods in stock at a discount.
Clocks, Spectacles, Solid
equal force of humiliation
upon all. Silver Spoons, Napkin Rings, Fruit Knives, and a large lot of
I very much doubt if ever a public
sentiment
Lefore
took wch
long
strides as temperance
sentiments are
now taking, all over our land.
Let
ur, all be up and doing, and not get At a DISCOUNT from former prices· We will sell our WHOLE STOCK at a discount from former prices, consisting of Jewelry of all kinds,Gold Pen; and Penleft. A Georgia senator gave us a
cils, Stylographic Pens, Chain;, Charms, Knives, l•:orks and Spoons of
hostiltory lecture last Sanday, the ocall kinds. NOW lS YOUR TIME to get your silver-ware cheap.
casion being the fifteenth anniversary
of the .Mass. Total Abstinence Society : for which he was given a vote of
We wish our custo1uers to understand that we deal in first class goods.

HOTCHKIN
CARRIAGE
WQRKS,
SYRACUSE,

LETTER.

BosTON, Mar. 3, 1886.
Broadway,
N. Y., is a vantage
grouJJd for a surface street railway.
which ambitious speculators have for
a long time sought the franchise of.
In the Autumn of r884 that fqrnchise
was granted to one Jacob Sharp. He
immediately constructed the railaoad,
and, as is well l:nown, it has proved
one of the most profitable
railroacl
enterprises
ever inaugurated
in the
world. The railroad committee of the
N. Y. State Senate, being prompted
by public opinion, are inquiring how
it was Jake Sharp obtained that franchise so cheaply, and the revelations
so far of corruption
in city affairs
threatens to out-Tweed
Tweed and
his ring.
It appears that Mr. Sharp
greatly admired the members of the
New York city board of aldermen,
if we may judge by the generous gifts
of money he bestowed
upon them.
It is e·xpected that after this i11vestigation is closed the committee
will
report a measure to permit the city
to take up the franchise by paying to
those to whom it was given, actual
expense of construction,
apurtenances, etc., incurred, which will leave
Mr. Sharp out in the cold to the extent of the one mill ion "sta 11" divided among the ni:1e industrious
aldermen.
Its not running smooth among
these peculiar speculators at Gotham

thanks, moved by our Lieut.
nor.
The very foundation

N. Y.

Established

1855.

'£HOMSON & CO.,
.ll!annfacturersof and Dealers lit

Fll.iTCHES~
GOLDllND SILY!ERf

to permit; com., a missive.
to immerse; com., a dish.
angry; com., a color.
a river; com., to turn oul.

5, Pos., a garment; com., a trick.
6, Pos.,
i, Pos.,
S, Pos.,
9, Pos.,

OUR No. 5 WACON.

!.iiberaldiscountto the trade.

Fire and Burglar

Proof

SAFES.
CHROl\'OMETl:R
AKD COMBINATIOX
LOCKS LI GREAT VARIETY.

Steel Vault Linings and Doors for Banks
A SPECIALTY.

Points of superiority over a.ny other mnJ.:0
are: Patent Inside Bolt Work, Solid Weld~,1
AngleIron Frames, Extra ThickWalls,Supel'ior
Fil'e Proof Filling. Locks and Bolt Work Pi,,.
tected with Hardened Steel, Extra Heavy l\laterial; hence are more Fire and Burglar Prod.

GoverCall and examine our stock before buying elsewhere, as we have the largest as·
of the sortment we ever had to select from.

THEY

NEVER

BURN

ur.

Burglar Proof Work
Fine
watch
repa1;r1'nrr
1·n
all1'tsbranc11°s
done
1·n
a satl'sfactory
manner.
Ornamental BousEand

th
t
present labor movement,
e greateS
movement of human heart and hand
g,
IJ
ever inaugurated
on earth, is TE:11PERANCE, pure and simple ..
The ninth cold wave is upon us.
Canton, Me.
Opposite the Depot,
Commenced with thirty hours of rain,
Feb.
24-5, followed by a blizzard
since.
We extend our sympathy;
it
·~~SIi
l'!!Nl)tf;SfgJ'NJJ
tt? ,~NCI!
may comfort you to know that our
streets are entirely clear of snow.
--AT-BRIEFLETS.
Vaccination carries the day in the
.Montreal election.
The Globe says of Portland,'•crow,
CONSISTING IN PA.RT OF
Chapman, crow."
Parlor, Dining and chamber Suits: Rocking, Reclining, Smoking·, Office and Children's
Chairs in
Parson Downs i~ on his muscle. various styles; Secretaries, Desks and Book Shel..-es; Extension, l\tlarble Top, Library and other
fash~
He licked the reporter.
ionable Tables; l\[usic Racks, Brackets, ,vall Pocket:;;, Slipper Cases, Boquet and Bible stands; Sleds,
The Lowell institute is giving a Carts, Rocking llorses, ·vases, Smoking Sets, !\1ustache Cups, Ink Stands, \York Baskets, Christmas
Cards, cheap; Plush Brush and i\lirror Cases, Dolls, Stereoscopes and Views, Picture Books, Games,
course of lectures 01~ the civil war, ,;vork Boxes, Bird Cages, Picture ·Frames, Mottoes, Ci1romos and Oil Paintings, Mirrors of all kinds,
Hair Brushes, Boy's Tool Chests, .Albums, Pianos, T(:a Sets, View llolders,
I-Iarps, Flutes,
Spool
which are of great 111terest, especially
Stands,T0,:S oi,• EVERY DESCRIPTI0X, and othergoodstoo numerousto mention.
to veterans.
•Old Stonewall' was the
subject of the last lecture, delivered
by one of his staff officers, Col. W.
Allan.
Determination
is one of the PresiGREAT BARGAINS ON
dent's characteri5tics.
We suppose the big snow storm
detained our copy of the TELEPHONE;
we are anxiously looking for it.
$10,000
paid for five of Pierre LorCHOICELoT oF CHROMOS, IN NrcE FRAMES,
illard's racers by the Duyer Brothers,
FROM
TO
who go upon the turf thi~ year with
Frames made to order, Cheaper than the Cheapest.
Gome
the greatest racing~table in the world. Pictun,
and sec Goods and .Prices, if yozt wish to save 1l£oney.
$29 ooo for a three-year-old filly is
unprecedented.
D. B. PERR¥,
JUecllanic Falls, llle.
The length of 13oston sewers is 239
miles.
It costs $60,000
to care for Boston's
public grounds.
SHOMER.

LUCAS

a Specialty.
PLATE SAFES made to

order as required.
SECOND-HAND
SAFES
of all kinils taken in exchange. For Sale :ct
very low prices.
Safes and LocksRepaired or Exchanged.
All work contracted for, furnished at t,,,,
shortest notice, and upon the most faw,rau:"
terms. Strictly according to contract.
Correspondenceand personal interviews co:dially invited.

& BISHOP,

G001iJS

'l:'I-:3:0JY.CSON
&
00-,
273 and 275 State St.,

i', 0. Box 1198.

D. B. PERR Y'S,

A Cood Stock of Books, consisting

NEW

):fanufacturer

PdiC/£.IK& DfJIEll!!,
--ALSO--·
Laths, Shingles & Pine Lumber.
Round Cheese Cases for sale.
Band sawing done to on1er. Drag plank
for sale.
C. F. WILLARD,
ly15
North Turr.er, l\le.

of

Percheron
HORSES.

Island
Home
Stock
Fann
Grosse Isle, Mich.

22x30.

$6,00,

of and Deafer in

Boot, Shoe & all kinds

5 & IO Cent Counters.
$L50

CON~(.

0. F. WILLARD,

Bibles,EnglishandAmerican
Poems.

A

.t:IAVEN,

A 11 stock seI ected
from the get or sires
and darns of estab·
lished reputationand
registered
in the
French and American ~tud Books. \\"e have a
very large number of irnp0rted and grade stal•
lions and brood mares on hand. Prices reasonable. Correspondt'ncesolicited. Send for large
illustrated catalogue, free by mail. Addresa
SA.VA.GK& FA.U:su:n, Detroit, Illich.

CLAIRVOYANT.
Dr. A. L. PIERSON'S

Vegetable
Compound,
A POSIT!\.E CURE FOR ALL

Babywassick,we gave lrnrCaston;,,
Whenshe was o.Child,sbocriedfor ( ·astoria,

Wheu

When sho hocamo hl.iss. she clnn,; to Ca.~torla.

FEMALE•WEAKNESSES,

1

Will Cure when Everything Else Fails.

Whensheh3d ChHdron,shega.vothem Uustoria,

Prepared

~1c-c-ordingto directions

g-ivcn clairvoy-

antly,hv EMMA 0. HINES, CANTON, ME., to
whom all letters of inquiry or orders should be a.d.
dressed. PRICE PER BOTTLE, 75 cts, 3-20

of late.
''Honesty
is be&t golicy,"
PERCHERON HORSES.
even among sharks.
New York city
l\Iy 1·ecentimportation of Percheron
is quite a place; it was so originally,
horses,together with
my present stock of
you know.
They won't serve the
nearly JOOhead,make
one of the most clesirbean divine after the original custom
al)Jestuds in thiscohntry to selectfrom. ~II
at the Hub ; it must be shorn of its
stock recorded, with
pedigree, in Percherindividual and nestling aspect, and be
on Stud-Books. of
~end.en,
Conn-,
France and America.
made to congeal like hasty pudding
SOLE MANUFAOTUBEB,
Took Z'{ prizes and
goldmedalat last t~vo
and be served in slices.
The New
N. Y. State fairs. Send for ('ataiogue. Station
H. H,
&
Solid Comfort Suck boards and Spindle Wagons, single and double seated,
England bean pot is a democratic in- Ess1NOR11:.
on Southern CE>ntral
R. R. JOHN W.
AKIN, Scipio,N. Y. Box36.
stitution by reason of the prese;·ved
individ11ality of the bean; but New
MANHOOD
Yorkers are "federalists or nothing;"
l.eRtored._A..!l'entleman
havin~innocently
contracted the habit of Helf-abuse in bis youth, and iu COJ?S0·
which accounts for their amalgamated
guencesuffered all the horrors of Sex11a.lIucapacu.y,
Lost Mnnho6d, Physical Deca-y,GenernlProstratiou,
0
hean cake.
Corporal
puuishrnent is
fil~i~
t~~~ g~~ ~!cfjre°£~t~hfc
tiJ~~v~~tg;ja~It~eJ;:J:
Addressin conJdeuce. J. w. J>TNKN~,Y.
to be suspended in the penal institu.ClCedar St.,
New York,
tion of the Empire State; reward of
Ridingqualitiesunsurpassed: No jar.to the feet, Durableand st~lish. Prices reasonmerit is to be proffered, as a stimulus
For Sale.
able.
Shipments singly or by carload to all parts of th~ United States.
to good behavior to the prisoners.
One smgle-horscpeddler'scart, newaid in/f,°od
ResponsibleAgent wanted in every town. Sendfor Price List and descriptive Catalogue.
1
Correspondence
earnestly solicited.
.
.
We are told that the lull in the ~~~~~t~~it.sui~~
rufci~er\nct~~;,~~t~::"c:I
ora:"J.
N. B. Eve•yperson acting as Agentfor ·our w..gone, will have his name with advertise11'~';,d
ment of Wagonsad..-ertisedin the leading paper of the county or town where Agentresides,
Nihilistic dtmonstration
within
the dress,tf
ALVARADO'f:!a~~!.0Jfl,;c.
11ratisfor six months.

VT_ G_ BR.A..DLE-Y:,

RI~E
C~'S,,

98

~ fll~,.:I

l'l,

Boot & Shoe Maker.
Over P. Uorl,'!:e's hhwkrn1ith ~hop. All
kiuds of rcp:1.iri11g. Custom nwki11g to
me;1snre, from Thomas· c<'lebrate,1 calf to
fi11estFrench. 01·ders solicircd.
3-:li

S-. /1.FCRNllllklk~
.At the "Old DeCostcr

ed to do all kindsof

Carriage

Shop,"

is prepar-

Carria[e
Repairin[
andSaw
Filin[.
6tf

1000

feet

1.2

inch Bass Boards wanted

Job Printing

At Low Prices,

at

Telephone 0flice.

r

The Eggs that Never Hatch.
Th~'s a young man on the corner,
]l'iU.edwith life and strength and hope,
Looking far beyond the present,
With the whole world in bis scope;
He is grasping at to-morrow,
That phantom none can catch;
To-day is lost. He's waiting
For the eggs that never hatch.

THE TELEPHONE.
PUBLISHED THURSDAYS, AT

CANTON, OXFORDCO., ME.
OFFICE,COB,MAINAND SPRINGSTREETS,

Thwe's an old man over yonder,
With a worn and weary face,
With searching, anxious features,
And weak uncertain pace.
He is living in the future,
With no desire to catch
The golden now. He's wait.ing
For the eggs that never hatch.
There's a world of men and women,
With their life's work yet undone,
Who are sitting, standing, moving,
Beneath the same great sun;
E;8~t:!:~!~~~~et~u=:~h
The Present. They are waiting
For the eggs that never hatch.

E. 'N, CARVER, Editor and Proprietor.
The sad intelligence is made made public, on the authority of a dealer in musical instmments, that brass bands are on
the increase t!trCJ~hout the country.
In Lake county, CalFfornia,- alot of In_piansbecame impressed with the idea of
industry, saved money, bought and paid
for land, and were on the high road to
wealth. When the tax collector called
on them they were paralyzed, and it was
impossible to convince them that, having
once paid for land, they should be asked
te pay for it again.
The unarmored vessels for the United

========
THE SURGEON'S
DTORY,

States Navy, to be built by th e government, will mark a new departure in ma•
•
•
Tb
1..
·1 th
:rtneengmeermg.
oug.t1 smal , ey
must have engines of 8500-horsc power,
capable of developing eighteen miles an
hour, which presents a difficult problem.
Chief Engineer Llo~in2: is confident that
~
these vessels will surpass
anything that /
England possesses.
Georgia has a post office named "Talking Rock," which acquired its titJe in the
following manner:
Some one in the
vicinity found a large stone, upon which
was painted the words, "'furn me over."
It required great strength to accomplish
this, and, when it was done, the man was
confronted with the legend on the othei:
Bide of the stone, "Now turn me back
and let me fool someone else."
A loving New England couple dyed
for one another a few days ago. The
man was frosted with the snows of
S(WCntyyears, while she who was to be
Jus blushing bride had the raven locks
o:fforty. He dyed his hair black, thinking to please her, and she, ignorant of
his noble sacrifice, bleached her hair
white to please him. There was a strange
far-o:ffncss when they next met.

It appears from a paper read before a
pharmaceutical society that one of the
reasons for the low price of quinine lies
in the fact that the cinchona trees are
no longer dc8troycd in the harvesting.
The old plan was to cut them down and
i;trip off the bark when they were ten
years old. Then the idea was adopted
o! tearhig off long strips and filling the
bare places with moss.
The present
method is to scrape off the outer layer of
the bark, the portion richest in quinine,
and this does not interfere with the
g,-owth of the tree. The bark is scraped
half around at one operation, the other
half being scraped six months afterward.
The process may be repeated year after
year.
•
Blondin, the famous :i;opc-walker,
wishes to return to America nud do some
high feats, but his agent, now in New
York, finds that the law would prevent a
repetition of the Nia.gum or any lesser
peril. A. net would have to be spread
h} •
unde:rneat us rope, and that would destroy the cash value of the performances.
A.bargain was complctccl with the managers of a Coney Island l'Csort for a Blondin season next summer, but a call on the
D" • t At
r · d
•
igtnc - tomcy c 1c1te a promise that
the net law should surely be enforced.
Blondin is living in London at the age o1
62, and of late years has walked the rope
in Eur<>pe; in consequence of having lost
much of his property by unfortunate in,
vestments. His iden is that a tour iL
.America would replenish his fortune, btd
his agent says that, in view of the unavoidable net., he will not come.

I opened the window of my office and
looked out upon the distant lightning, at
its awful, red rehearsal in the inky west.
Neither rumbling thunder nor furious

dash of wind nor volleys of hail proclaimed the advance of the marvelous midsummer tempest.
It came on silently, and
the lightning . bl:tdes were doing . their
deadly work with the fia.~h and silence
of steel.
Th e area of t h e storm covere d 1ess t h an
a mile~ and the altitude of the cloud
could not have been more than half of
that distance.
Once overhead the
mighty cloud came to an ominous pause
before pouring forth its varied forms of
vengeance. Then the bolts began to rush
through the air with the sibilant noise of
sky-rocketand the attendant
peals
seemed to pm·alyze the very pulse and
forever silence the heart of the listener.
One bolt descended close by, plowing in
its vivid progress oblong gulfs in an apple orchard, as if digging graves for its
prospective victims; and during all this
,glare and din my night bell rang fwiously.
"What!" thought I. "A summons on
such a night as this! Surely it must be
an urgent case that could not wait until
this most phenomenal of thunder tempests
had passed over.,,
A.sI left the rear office I could but ob.serve the play of the blue lightnings
under the thresholds of the doors, like a
viper writhing in flames of blue vitriol.
So deafening wei:e the wild demonstrations of nature that the messenger
could hardly make himself understood,
but I learned at lengtb. that the house of
Judge Hungerford had been struck and
that Miss Blanche Hungerford had been
dangerously prostrated by the shock.
I remembered Miss Blanche Hungerford, whom I had met at seve.ral social
,gatherings, as being very beautiful and
amiable and a beaming star in society.
I found her unconscious, ,vith the fam_ily grouped about he"r in tears. My first
thought was disfigurement.
But she
,seemed too superfo:tively lovely for the
,blasting touch of lightning; but she was
•safe from this dread
phy~ical evil. The
1
1blinding :flash and terrific thunder peal
had overpowered her to unconsciousness.
In his excitement the messenger had
made an erroneous statement.
Not the
house but a stately elm had been shuck
and cleft in twain. Miss Blanche had
J·ust opened. the door to observe the direful aspect of the hour ,.,hen the bolt de"
in the hal'
Scended and She fell sen oeless
~
..way.
The scene at the bcds:de was a strange
and sadly impressive one. At its foot sat
the venerable Judge ·Hungerford. Extreme a2e had impaired his ohce brilliant
faeultie;, and he was now nearlv an im'becile. At his side stood Mrs . .,Hungerford, a tall, severe-faced woman, wearing
somber, rrreen e:oi.roales,while from her
neck ht1ngo an ◊-st~entatious medal, indicatinir her membership of some reform
assoc1:--at1·on.

In the North Amei'ican Re11iczoMr. A.
J. Desmond gives some interest.ing ~gurei;
relating to the fast-<lwindli11g public c1o-·
main. There has been at the <lisposi•
tion of the Government since its foundation 1,823,180,387 acres.
From this
amount are to be deducted as nnavailahle
926,520,600 acres, inelu<ling Alaska,
Indian and military reservations and
mountain or untiHablc lands. This leavP~
about 900,000,000 acres availalJlc, of
which 300,000,000 have gone to adu:.l
settlers ancl private purch:i.scrs. The different States have received as swam 1:
land and for school purposr·s 161,000,000.
For canals, wagon roads and military and
naval bounties 67,000,000 have been
transferred. 'ro the railroads have been
given 172,000,000. 'fhere yet remains
some 200,000,000. It thus appears that
five-sevenths of the available public do-\
. main has been disposed of, and only onethird so far is in the hands of actual set-,
tlers and individual private purchasers.

She turned her eyes in the direction of
her left shoulder.
I raised the sleeve of her robe, and lo I
there on that alabaster arm, near the
shoulder, was the perfect imprint of a
tree.
The lightning :flash had photographed
upon her fair skin the stricken elm in
miniature!
I left further instructions as to the care
of the charming young patient, and then,
in the face of the feeble remonstrance of
Judge Huagerford, I took my departure.
In due time I heard of Blanche Hungerford's complete convalescence, and I
must confess the agreeable tidings gave
me pleasure that was not altogether of a
professional character. She was such a
sweet patient, and I had never forgotten
the look of gratitude she gave me when
she whispered "Thank you!" And what
is mace delighting to a man's heart than
a grateful expression from a beautiful
womani
An increase of reputation opened up a
way. for me to what I had so long and
a rd ently desired-a city pi>actice. I became associated wi th th e diSt inguishcd
a nd beloved Dr. Bar th010mew, 8nd upon
his decease I succeeded to his lar2:e and
lucrative medical clienta2:e.
~
Upon several occasions I had conferred
with my esteemed professional brethren
upon the subject of lightnin2: photogra-

The impression this remarkable woman
-tnacle upon me is lifelong and unfading.
The combination of artificial gTeen eyes,
a perfectly erect and inflexible attitude,
a narrow head, with aquiline nose, and a
certain indescribable air of eager watchfulness called to my mind a hen eagle,
erect on a crag, and I could compare her
to nothing else.
I was asto,nished to see in the mother
of the beautiful Blanche such an austere
and unattractive person, but my astonishment subsided when I learned that she
was my fair patient's stepmother, the
judge's second wife.
After performing other duties of my
lJrofession I raised the suffering young
lady's head ancl proceeded to the use of
restoratives.
Soon the .beautiful patient opened her
eyes wonderingly, murmured "Thank
i you!" aud then I suffered her noble head
to return to the pillow.
"Do you feei paiu anywhere7" was
whispered.

~

phy, and, mentioning no names, out of
delicate motives, I cited the case of a
ha nd some young woman who was prostrated by th e electric flnid. The bolt
blasted a contiguous elm tree, a nd th e
tree was perfectly a nd artiSt ically photogrnphed upoQ, her arm. I :found th at
cases were not unfrequent where inanimate objects had been photographed by
lightning upon animate ones. One surgeon vouched for a case where a black_
oak, th u nd cr•riven, was photographed
upon th e :flank of a white horse.
Musing upon this subject one cold winter evening, I was summoned to the door
by the captain of •the police precinct.
His business was thrilling and altogether
too sorrowful. The fast express, behind
time and running a mile a minute, had
been derailed by a displaced switch on
the outskirts of the city.
Tho destruction and mutilation had
been frightful.
The St. Mary's hospital
was filled with the wounded, and the officers of the police were expeditiously
summoning a corps of city surgeons.
The scene at the hospital was indescribable-and, indeed, if describable, there
would be but little profit in the portrayal
of such misery. An eager crowd, many
of whom had friends in the ill.fated train,
had assembled. Prudence compelled the
closing of the doors against them, but
their anxious, tragic faces were visible at
the windows, looking as if the catastrophe had imparted a common expression
to them all. Nurses and stewards were
hurrying here and there with subdued
footfalls. Now, there is no preference
among surgeons at such a time. Go to
work at once and render assistance to the
nearest case at hand is the rule.
I heard a low moan at my feet. It
came from the lips of a woman. I looked upon the cot.. Such a lovely, but
pain-vexed, countenance! It was a case
of fractured arm-a compound fractureand the attendant fever had already set
in. 'fhe woun d ed member of that graceful body muSt be set at once. I examined th e brnken arm. Stars of fate! Near
the shoulder was a miniature tree. My
b
eautiful patient was again Blanche Hungerford.
I need not tell you with what consummate te nd er_ness I handled that shapely
arm; but I could not itvert the delirium
that followed the fever. Sad as it was to
see her delirious, I could not suppress a
thrill of joy when she more than once
pronounced my !lame. In ten days the
fever tide slowly turned and death had
spared the beautiful from the worms of
h
t e dust.
Her first whispcr.ed words,
as of old,
were "Thank you!"
thi
I have before asked
s queSt ion:
'•What is more delighting to a man's
hen.rt th an a grateful expression from a
belrntiful woman?"
1
now answer it. A grateful expression from a beautiful woman, mingle~l
th
wi a look of love. And I readLovein her luminouseyes!
When Blanche wa.snearly recovered I
saicl to her;
"}Iy darling, lightning and calamity
brought us together. Let love and sunshine prevent our parting."
And she only murmured, in the clear,
old way, "Thank you l" and then I felt
her fair, white arms twining about my
neck.

========

j

.A.philan th ropiSt asked the daughter of
a rich manufac~urer, who cr~ploys h'.1ndreds of men, if she ever did anythmg
for her father's hands'. "~o," was the
reply, "but I rub mmc mth glycerine
and oatmeal fvery night."

I

.
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THE FAMILY PHYSICIU.
Treatment

ot: Ft•ost-Bitten Fingers and
Toes.
Dr. Lapatin in the proceedin!lS of the
.
'.
.
':
Caucasian Medical Society, advises that
fingers and toes which have been slightly
frost-bitten, and which subsequently
suffcr from burnin"'0 itchinoand piick·
0
.

.

'

'.

Value of Lightnini:--Conductors.
settled
fact that a well-made lightning. con,
ductor, properly placed and kept In ~D
efficient state ca_n ~ever1 unde1; any CJ.I'• ,
cumstances, fail m its action.
Un• '-;
doubtedly it has happened that buildingg
to which conductors were att"ehed have
in many instances been struck _b:y lig~tning, and even damaged; but it 18 mruntrtined that these cases, so far from
telling against the truth t~at good-light.
ning conductors a.re infallible, only yrove
to serve that they are so. A close i_nvea•
tiga.tion of all_known in~ances nommally
protected agamst lightmng, shows most
C'Onclusively that the conductors were
either imperfect in some particular or
other or did not lead properly into moist
ground-that
is,. the proper ki?d of
"earth
conn~ction._"
There is no
r·ase on record rn which a really wellmade
lightning-conductor,
properly
placed and with its terminal in "goodi
earth," _did not do its ~uty; and witho?t
• dogmat1 1. on the subJect, 1t may be s1u?i)
that sucn a ccnductor could no more fa1~
to give protection than an efficient rain- 1
pipe can fali to carry the water from a.I
roof. Although the electric force is
neither a "current" nor a "fluid" often'
as it is so described, the analogy here,
given of the rain-pipe and the conducto~
is nevertheless sound. And the reason
is clear enough. The water in running
down a hollow tube, obeys simply the
laws of gravity; the law is not less immutable which governs the movement of
the electric force. As the water has no
choicti but to govern the channel made,
for :i.t, under the guidance of experience
and mathematical calculation, so the
electric energy has no option but to pursue the path which scientific investigation has shown it must always take.
,:.I.fenmay speak of ''erratic" lightning;
but it is certain that the course of the
electric force is as subject to law, and as
immutable, as that of the stars.- Ohieago
Times.

I

•

mg sensat10ns, should b_epamted, a~ first
once, and afterward twice a day, with a
mixture of dilute nitric acid and peppermint water in equal proportions.
After
.
• .
this application has _been made for three
or four days, the skm becomes darkened
and the epidermis is shed, healthy skin
appearing under it. The cure is effected in from ten to fourteen days. The
.
author has found tlns plan very effectual
among soldiers, who were unable to wear
their boots in consequence of having had
frozen feet.
They were in this way
'
.
'
soon rend~ed cap~ble of :retumrog to
duty.-British
Medwal, Journal.
You oui:ht to Know Yourself.
If you will persist in burcing. for a
long time a ker.oscne oil lamp, or filling
your bed room with heated gas, you need
not prepare to retire with very strong
0

I

hopes of getting a good night's rest. If
you will allow a vase of flowers to remain
there over one day without changing the
water, or, if you will have any plumber's
work in your room, instead of using a
portable washstand, basin and pitcher, it
• a 11to no purpose t h at you ms
• ist th a.~
1s
yuu are very prudent in regard to your
hea1th. As to the question "How much
outside air shall I let into my room.?" we
have nothing to say. If you are an invalid, your doctor must tell you; if you
are well, and enjoy a sound mind, you
can judge for yourself. You know, 01 •
ought to know, how much you can bear.
Only see to it that the air is fresh; tha1
what you admit is an improvement on
what you send out.-Good Housekeeping.
A Stimulant and a Narcotic.
What meaning should we attach to
the words stimulant and narcotid
A
stimulant may be defined as that which
ministers to healthy activities, supportiug the processes of life in health and
restoring them in disease.
A stimulant
acts chiefly i~ removing or countera:eting
depressing influences-it
may be pain,
fatigue, or a IIl-Orbid sensibility. Thm
mustard, applied externally in inflamma•
tion, is at times a tiuc stimulant, and
tends to restore healthy vital action b:y
freeing the circulation and the nerves
from the depressing influences of pain.
A cup or" tea, also, is in its place a true
stimulant, restoring the natural tone oJ
the central nervous system.
On the
other hand, a narcotic is a substance
which by poisoning the nervous system
produces a gradual paralysis of vital
actions.
Under narcotics, intelligence,
volition, reason, consciousness, even lifE
itself are lost; and these are the outward and visible signs of a process taking place within the nervous system,
where the powers of life are stubbornl:y
fighting against a poison, and yielding
asit were inch by inch to its invasion.
Stimulation, then, is a healthy process, while narcosis, the condition induced by narcotics, is essentially an unhealthy state, being a paralysis of natural activities, more or less.-Nineteentl
Oen;tni1'y.
========
The Early Bit-d and the Worm,
A father had been lecturing his young
h
f 1
h
·1 f
1t
ope u upon t c ev1 s o staying out a i
t · ht
d
~ mg an getting up late in the morn•
m~;You will never amount to anything, ...
he continued, "unles& y JU turn over a
new leaf Re
b th t th
1 b" d
•
mem er a
e ear y ir
catches the worm."
"How about the worm, father," in,
quired the young man, ''wasn't he rathe1
foolish to get up so early?"
"lt'[y son," replied the old man solemnly "th t
h d 't b
t b d t ·11
'
a worm a n
een
e a a ,
He was on his way home. "-New Y01·~
T"
imes.
Bound to Remain Single.
Black-Why
don't you get married,
White?
White-Well,
the fact is, the giru
know too much nowadays; they're too
well educated.
I wouldn't like to havt
a wife who was my superior in intellect
and knowledge.
B.-Thcn you are bound to remain 1
bachelor.
·w.--vVhy so?
B.·-Because they dou't allow the girlt ,
in the idiot asylums to marry.-Bosto~
Oou1'ie1'.
------Notl•iug in It.
Bobby-"You've
got a cold in you:
head, have you?"
Dude (making a call on Bobby's sister;
-"Yes, a wcrwy bad cold."
B.-' 1Then sister told .me a. stvry."
D.-"Told
you-ah-ti
storwy1"
B.-''Yes;
she said you hadn't nothin'
in your head.-Bostoa. Courier,

°
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It is laid down as a perfectly

It is a hopeful sign, indicating a de
cided revival of business, that the revenues of thirty of the prominent post
offices during the last six months of 1885
increased $537,191, or 7 1-4 per cent.
over those of the previous year.
P~ople are recognizing the dan~er atten~mg the use of opium, and legislative
bodies are being called upon to suppress
thc_growing evil. The only cough mixtuliC
which does contain opiates, and yet is of
remarkable efficacy, is R~d Star C~ugh
Cure. 25 cents.
In Algiers during 1885, 202 lions were
killed there, besides 1214 panthers,
1882 hyenas and 27,185 jackals.
For twenty years Mrs. John Gemmill,
Milroy, Miffin County, Penna., co1:1ldnot
walk, on account of an injury to the
spine. One bottle of St. Jacobs Oil gave
relief; the second enabled her to walk.and
cured her.

--------

Twelve barrels of oatmeal are consumed monthly in a new York restaurnnt
where oatmeal dishes are a specialty.
When a man esoorts his wife nnd children to
the dopot, bids them goon-bye ror :1 month in
the country, he should provide them with a bottle of Allen's Lung Balsam, the best remedy in
the world for cough, and colds. Price, 25o.•
60c. and $1 p"r bottle, at Druggists.
The towu of Searsport, J\lc., with a
population of 2336, has thuty-five sea
captains in commaud of deep-water
ships.
'·Hope on, hope ever." How many delicate
ladies there are who, while they attend to
their d<tilyduties, do so with achmg heads, a
sense of fuJlnes.i, pain in the back and depressed spirits, ,-,lho are Honly keeping about,"
as the phra8e is. Some day the,· "go into a decline," and leave their children motherless.
1
~~e s~th ])r~ Pi~~~~'ssalF~~~Ii~:r Pf.e:'cr~fro~i
corrects

a!l fe1na.1e irregularities,

wca.Knesses.

and kindred att:ect.ous easily, pleasantly and
quickly.
Sir Andrew Walker. who ha.sjust been made
Liverpool. Nearly all the J>ersonsin Eng.la.nd
who deal in drinks are 'l'or1es.
* * * * All diseases of lower bowel, Including pile tumors, radically cured. Bookof
particulars, 10 cents in stamps. World's DlaJf~l, ~~teal A~sociation,668 Main street,
a Barouet, owns some 200 public houses in

The United States government ieeueeiOOQ cli1•
fercnt book.:_s
_a..:,y_ea_r_.
____
_
Chronic nasal catarrh positively cured by
Dr. Sage's Rem_e_d_y_.
____
_
Two hundred lions have been killed iD
Algeria in the last two years.
If afflicted with Sore Eyee use Dr. Isaac
Tbompson'~ye Water. Druggists sell it. 25o
Bronchitis is cured by frequent small doees
of Piso's Cure for Consumption.

CONTAGIOUS!
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ELECTION OF TOWN OFFICERS.
For Town Clerk the whole number
of votes cast was
roe

Liabilities,
Resources,

$5r,997.96
$15,651.01
-----

To

H. H. Burbank had
99
Scattr:-ring,
2
Mr. Burbank came forward,
was
sworn, and assumed the duties of his
office.
For Treasurer
the whole number
of votes was 67, all of which were for
H. H. Burbank.
The report of Selectmen for 1885
was then called for, and chairman J.
M. Holland read a carefully prepared
report wl1ich was listened to with
deep interest by the voters.
Extracts
el,-ewhere.

Debt above resources $36,346.95
Reduction of debt, 1885, $2,700.32.
SUPERVJSOR's REPORT.
In detail the schools are reported
in good condition, for the most part
having profitable terms during
the
school year just closed.
In conclusion the Supervisor recommends that
the town abolish the dibtrict system ;
and also take advantage of the Free
High School Act.
\Ve present sta•
tistics as follows:No scholars in town, 4r4Am't money per scholar,
$3.62
Weeks school during year, 206.
For rst Selectman
number
votes
cast was
Av. cost per week, inc. board 6.87
Highest per week,
15.00
A. Delano had
Lowest
''
vV. II. H. Washburn,
3.12
22
Total paid for teachers and
Scattering,
8
board,
For 2d Selectman
number votes
cast was
i87
Whole attendance, 697.
Average attenJance,
604.
0. F. Taylor lrnd
108
W. H. H. Washburn,
77
Scattering,
2
OUR NEIGHBORS.

-:(-):CANTON,
OFFICE

OXFORD

COR.

COUNTY,

MAIN & SPRING

ME,
STS.

SUBSCRIPTION
RATES.
One copy, one year,
$1 .50.
If paid one year in advance, $1.25.
Same rates for 3 or 6 months.

For 3d Selectman
the number of
votes cast was
r64
N. H. Campbell had
119

E'~

i

j
1,

; ; rn

Last Friday we had a snow fall of about
eight inches, and before Saturday night
the air was full. an~ those acquainted with
the road from East Dixfield to Dixfield
Centre, over Science hill c~o called) know
what that means .... Willie Blanchard is
attendingWiltonAcademy
... The$chool
on the hill that was tatlght by Miss Loreda
Adams ot North Tay, is now closecl. Miss
Adams is an exemplary teacher, and by

her Christian principles has left impres~ions in our little community that we hope
time will not erase.··· Those interested in
town affairs met at th e town house March
rst, although owing to the bad state of the
At this point E. N. Ca1Ter intro- roads, they were obligecl to come on foot,
cluced and read a circular from the and acted on such matters as came before
State Board of IIealth and made a the town. It ,vas decided "Xo License'•
by a unanimous vote. \Villiam T. Eustis
E. N. CARVER, EDITOR
& PROP'R.
motion to elect a Board of Health for spoke with telling effect, showing that all
Canton, con~i5ting of three members.
who would be on the $ide of Temperance,
While the question was pending
a
ADJOURNED
TOWNMEETING.
Humat>ity and God, should vote no Limotion to adjourn
(it being noon) cense •••• A pet cur entered the sheep fold
of G. C. Childs and attempted to eat one
A good boeda of officers elected, and some was entertained and passed.
good measures adopted.
At I .30 p. M. the meeting
was of hi,_be,t sheep. Ile h:1cl eaten half c,f
II cl
d •
I I
• b_D
one hrnd quarter when he was discovered,
ca e to or e1, ~nc t 1e motion e ore I and now we have one less dog in this comth
Saturday
was a fine clay for our
e town was discussed and passed. munity .... Xathaniel Thomas has a very
town meeting and there was a gener- A point of Jaw on the motion to elect 1 nice heifer, two years old this Spring, of

Thursday,
March
11,
1886.

al turnout

of voters.

The

meeting

such officers without a specific article

the Jerse!

breed.

c;:

$he is a beauty.

of Boots

and

Shoes.

CHAS. H. GILBERT,
Canton,

Me., March

Chairman

5, 1886.

ef

Com.

CUT RATES.
for

Passengers
it

for their

interest

the West,
Northwest
to purchase
tickets

=============== Rumford Falls
DIXFIELD.

SCIENCEHILL.
1 began to think there would not be anv
44 news from this way this week, as we hav~
I had om hands full of snow, and boots too.

\V. II. H. \Vashburn,
~No are
paper
all arScattering,
rearages
paid,discontinued
except at theuntil
option
of
th~ publisher.
A. Delano, 0. F. Taylor and N.
Papers promptly discontinued at expira- H. Campbel I were also elected Astior. of the time paid for when so ordered; sessors.
otherwise they will be continued.
Previou<; to electing- a Supervisor.
ADVERTISIUGRATES.
the report of J. J\tI. Holland, Super11112 m 3 m 6 m iy visor for 1885, was read, accepted
.,w
r,n 70 1 1 0011 25 2 oo 3 oo and ordered placed on file.
I 00
I 1511501190 3 00 I 5 00
il:~:~~,11 I
I 50 J 75 2 25 2 75 5 001 S 00
400
600
10
3
" 11 15. l 40 I 75 200/JOO
4
"
I z5 1 6o
For Supervisor the whole number
2 00/ 2 50 3 6o' 4 75 7 00 12
1 -4 col.
1 30 / 1 70
I •2
"
I SO 2 00
~~
~
I
~
:
~
f
~J
or·
votes was
140
I _"
200!300 4 00 5 00 _2~-~
A. L. Stanwood haJ
I02
Bus1NESs
N°OTlCES in reading column
and read
L. H. l\1cCollisttr,
37
ing- type, 5 cents per Hnc for first insertion and 4 cts
per line for each subsequent insertion.
Scattering,

Manufacturers

The town is situated on the banks of the Androscoggin
river, sixtyfour miles from Portland, and at the terminus of the Rumford Falls & BL1ckfiel.:I Railroad.
It contains a large number of unemployed male and female
help, as also does a number of surrounding
towns wit hin a radius of ten
1
miles.
We have a fin,e chance for manufacturing
shoe' cases, there being a
large quantity of pine growing near here and several saw mills in town.
We have no doubt but what we, as a town, would exempt from taxation for a term of ten years, a party occupying such a building as mentioned above.
vVe cordially invite correspondence
with any parties desiring to
change location or enlarge their business.
For further information
address

¢antort ¢e1 -~~r,on!f.
PUBLISHED THURSDAYS AT

all

At a meeting held at this place, Canton, Me., Feb, 20, 1886, it was
voted to erect a building suitable for manufacturing
boots and shoes, with
power attached for running the same, with a capacity of employing
from
two to four hundred hands.
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A nothcr lot'of St. Lonis Flour, at $6.00
cash 011 delivery. a.nclI will say without
fear. it is one of the best I ever owned.
Dou·t turn a cold shouldcl'. but try it.
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to say that their headquarters move<l
1D0 ANIMALSTHINK? used
pretty rapidly at times. Sigel, the Ger-

WILD HORSES.

Noblesse Oblige.
If I am weak and you are strong,
Why, then, why, then,
To you the braver deedsbelong;
And so, again,
If you have gifts and I have none,
If I have shade and you have sun,
'Tis yours with freer· hand to give,
'Tis yours with truer grace to live,
Than I who, giftle'lS,sunless, stand,
With barren life and hand.

SCIENTIFIC SCRA.PS.

a

man general·, was known in other corps as
The eye of
rabbit has been SUCCe&!)Thousands
of them Roaming
"Dutchy."
Hancock won the brevet of
fully transplanted to a human subjee,,t.
the Plains
of Mon tan a.
"Superb," from a remark made by GenThe movement and appearatree of the
eral Meade at Gettysburg, when the sec'Fact.a Advanced to Show Animals Pos- ond corps replused Longstreet's men. Neglected Animals that Grow Wild and natural eye was excellently secured, vision not being expect.cd.
seas Some Human Qualities.
Become a Terror to Breeders.
•
Humphery, being a distinguished engiThe schools of Austria have been forneer, was invariably styled "Old MatheHorse raising is fast becoming of great bidden lllling paper ruled in square or
A great deal has been written to show matics." The Pennsylvania reserves used
!that animals think and reason, just as to call Crawford "Physics," he being a importance in this Territory, says a Forl diagonal lines, as such paper has been
We do not a.sk the little brook
man does, though in a lower degree. surgeon at the beginning of his military Keogh (Montana) correspondent. Vast found to injure the eyesight of pupils.
To turn the wheel,
Perhaps acme of our readers may notice career. Logan, with his long black hair ranges arc now devoted to their breeding In future only paper plain or ruled
Unto the larger stream we look;
things in animals which show that they and dark complexion, was "Black Jack" exclusively. The horses run wild in great straight across is to be employed.
The strength of steel
We do not ask from silken bands,
Attention has been called to the fact
!have a great deal of intelligence, enn if with his men. Sheridan, the cavalry herds, winter and summer, just as do the
Nor hearts of oak in willow wands;
fthey do not reason. Mr. Paul Brocca, leader, was "Little Phil," ,and Sheridan's cattle. But for tht1Se horse ranches tht that the streams in certain cultivated
ithe French author, devoted much atten- troops spoke of him as "Old Tecumseh." stock men would find great difficulty to portions of Texas now run during th,~ We do not ask the wren to go
Up to the heights the eagles kn.ow;
ttion to this subject. "It has been said The sterling nature and steadfast purpose control their cattle. The horses are part of the year when they were formerly Nor yet expect the lark's clear not&
•of animals," writes Mr. Broce a, "that of Thomas earned for rumthe sigmficant larger and much better than the Texa1 dry. This is not attributed to any change
From out the dove's dumb throat.
,their actions are always mechanical and and familiar name of ''Old Reliable." ponies.
They are usually bred fron: in ihe rainfall, but to a more even ab"l'is wisdom's law, the perfect code,
,,without method." This may be true of Alexander McDowell McCook, like Hook- Indian pony mares and Kentucky stal• sorption of water over the cultivated
By love inspired;
•.f. domestic pets, who are influenced almost er, was called "Fighting McCook." The lions. Most of the horse ranges are in areas.
Of him on whom much is bestowed
Is much requirnd.
In bee commumtles only one queen is
,entirely by the human beings· around New York city regiment in the Fjfth the mountains or foothills. Mining exThe tuneful throat is bid to sing;
·them, but does not the beaver change his corps changed Sykes to "Syksey." Hal- citemcnts and other causes often cause permitted to develop, while the remainThe
oak must reign tho forest's king;
plana, acting now as a builder, now as leck was derisively nicknamed ''Old herders to neglect their horses and they ing females continue sterile, ancl become
The rushing stream the wheel must mOVE!II'
miner, according to circumstancesi Be- Braines," and Rosecrans had his name become wild. Their superior intellect to adapted for working duties. Among
'fhe beaten steel its streng,th must pnve;
sides this, everyone knows that the bee shortened to "Rosy." Lew Wallace, the other animals when partly bred tQ good bees and ants males are never checked at
'Tis given unto the eagle's oyes
To face the midday skies.
frequently substitues pentagonal,. or five- well-known writer, was "Louish," to the stock, their faculties of hearing, seeing the worker stage, but develop to become
sided, for l1exagonal, or six-sided cells, • soldiers under his command; he was a and smelling, coupled with their fleet- a possible burden on the communitv.
IIUJUOROUS.
and that this alteration iu the work is great favorite for his fighting qualities, ness and courage and their ability to Among bees males are suffered to live ~
made only when necessary. It has also and the soldiers adopted that inappropri- stand days and weeks of running, make long as food is abundant, but are merStamping ground.-The post-office.
cilessly stung to death as soon as there lll
been said that animals do not reason. ate name for want of a better. Kearney, them the most difficult to capture.
What then is done by the foxes, which who had left an arm in Mexico, was inConfining themselve.~ almost entirely to danger of lack of food.
She silver question-Lend me a quarin Thrace, arc driven on to the ice to test variably known in the ranks as ''One- the inaccessible mountains, only coming
In a paper on the size of the brain in ter.
its strength? These animals step careful- armed Phil." Butler was styled "Cock- down to water once a day, makes it al- extinct aninials, Prof. Marsh, of Yale
The camel ui the animal with a fourth,/ ly and lightly, with their heads inclined, eye," for obvious reasons. Kilpatrick most impossible to follow, much less College, has brought forward the remark- floor back.
and turn back suddenly, directly they was nicknamed "Kill," while Custer was capture them, and when a band or a por- able fact that in the race for life during
It seems a little singular that a man's
discover, by the sound of the ice cracking, called ''Ringlets," on account of his long, tion of a band goes wild it is rarely in past ages the survival of any particular
face is generally the longest where he
that it is not safe to proceed farther.
flowing curls; and so the catalogue might these days that the owner ever tries to group of aninials depended on the size of himself is the ''shortest."
th em, knowing full well their brain as compared with that of their
A dog, which, in following a scent, ar- be prolonged indcfipitely.
recapture
A exchannge ask~: ''Is cremation berives at a cross-road is seen to stop, conthat it nearly ta.kes hirse for horse contemporaries of the same class. Brains
sider for a moment, then plunge along
A Pretty Sleep Story.
in the business,
and
the
wild won then, as now, and the brain of ani- coming popular?" It may be, but we
one of the roads, sniffing cautiously, turn
A gentleman who lives in the eastern horse once captured has been so run mals crushed out of existence was always never heard of any one trying it but once.
"Yqu may find me guilty, gentleback and try another road in the same part of this county tells one of those down and abused to bring him into found to be relatively smn.Jler than that
men," said the criminal to the jury, "but
manner, and finally dart unhesitatingly stories that few people will believe "with- subjection that they are hardly worth of those outliving them.
down the third. It is evident that his out seeing it." Ile says that he was out the success.
The gnat, one of the lightest insects, just the same, that's not my conviotion."
With the wild horses a stallion is at
.
logic tells him that as his prey has not fox hunting, and when the chase was at
an expanse of wrng of no less _than
taken one of the first two roads examined, the height of its excitement his horse ran the head, and is the leader of eYcry herd, has
There has been so much talk about
48
nd
•~ square feet for each pou
of weight,
it must necessarily have taken the third into an old well thirty feet deep. The having such full control over them that I. while
the heavy cockchafe has J 5 1 zero lately that a good many people
•d r W'tlonb'Y d• think zero means somethink instead of
road, so he does not waste time in fur- horse wa.~instantly killed by thc..fall, bnt no band of cowbovs are able to drive a
f t f
h
1 1
rr s, nothing.
ther investigation. That this is not mere the rider was unhurt. The walls of the band of horses so fast or well as a stal- ;~uare ee or eac poun •
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and
the
next
morning
the
stench
thereby
givingthem
to
understand
they
In
a
paper
on
the
thickness
of
permais,
because
when
he
takes
the
pledge he
-0f which one will deny to ants and bees,
and the former certainly have a sense of arising from the dead carcass of the horse must keep up. Should one turn out he nently frozen earth on the northern part usually keeps it.
Emerson said, "It is not beauty that
-compassion. This is displayed in the was anything but pleasant, and he notic- follows him, much after the fashion of cf this continent, General Sir J. H. LeThis is
tender care bestowed on the wounded ed that buzzards were soaring over the the shepherd dog, and runs him back. froy, of the British army, states that the inspires the deepest passion."
Finally the buzzards began to Until his band are out of sight in the greatest dC',pth of ground ice ever actu- calculated to give the girl who wears
during the terrible battles fought be- spot.
tween different tribes of ants. The suf- alight in the well, and it was then that a mountains he keeps this up. Here they ally measured in America was forty-five spectacles a little needful encouragement.
fering and helpless ones arc not left to bright idea struck him. He decided to seem to understand that he cannot follow feet. This was found by himself in June,
"Truth is becoming scarcer every day,"'
perish, but are carried off of the but tle- catch the buzzards by the leg as they them all, and they scatter in all dircc- 1_844, .on t_he banks of the Mackenzie says Mr. Talmage.
It is a fact that dur:field by a regular "ambulance corps." came down until he got a sufficient num- tions, in ravines, canyons and inaccessi- nver, m latitude 64 degrees north, a per- ing the past few years a great deal of
No one doubts the existence of memory ber to carry him out. That he did, and ble places, so that when the rider arrives pendiculur cliff from which a landslip truth has been withdrawn from circulain animals, and as to ambition, is it nec- when he caught as many as his hands at the places he last saw them he is moc-1 had b~oken off showing solid freezing for tion.
essary to recount the pitched battles would hold, he "shooed" at them, and tified to find his own horse almost ex- thllt distance below the surface. Half _a
It was a droll reply that rose to the
which take place in bee-hives between they flew up, carrying him out of the hausted and his herd so scn.ttcrnd that he i cen~! ago, _a merchant, at Yakutsk, S1- Ups of the Confederate soldier who waa
gives up the chase in disgust. The lL~ual , bena, m latitude 62 degrees north, had caught in a persimmon tree by Genera
the different candidates for royalty? well.
liow can one pretend that man only has
But still the fox hunter was in a dilcm- °idea is that a very fleet horse, such an j to dig 3~2 feet before getting b~low the Longstreet.
When sternly a.~ked by his
the gift of language? He must be blind ma. The buzzards flew up so rapidly one as is usually used by the hero in a l ground ice. Yakutsk, where the average commander what he wa.~doing there, the
indeed who docs not see that all animals that he could not turn loose when he novel, carries his master up to a wild ' temperature is only fourteen degrees veteran at once disarmed his superior's
have some means of communication with reached th.e top without falling back in horse sufficiently close to lasso him.
Fahrenheit, is very near the Siberian pole wrath by saying: "I'm eatin' some green
each other. To give only one example: the well. Upwards the buzzards flew
This is erroneous, for no horse on earth of greatest cold. The author believes persimmons to draw my stomach up so
there is no possible doubt that ants make with their human freight, and the fox: can carry a rider and saddle suflicientiy lievcs that the ground ice within the arc- it'll fit its rations.
themselves understood by their fellows, hunter began to despair of his life after heavy to stand the strain of a lasso fast tic circle in America is much thicker than
He met her on the horse car,
by means of the touch of their delicate, all. When about 100 yards above the enough on the rough ground of the moun- the maximum in Siberia, and even sugAnd he offered her a seat,
sensitive antennre or feelers. Before a war, ground the fox hunter was just about to tains to catch a wild horse in ,,.,x.dhealth
gcsts 1,300 feet as the _probable depth.
And he thought.she was an angel
Till she trod upon his feet.
a council is held, and messengers hurry let go and fall, when he was struck by ; and I doubt ,ery much their ':i.bility to d~
,
.
A Story of a Dresswg-Gown.
about. Scouts or spies are sent out, and another bright idea. Ile decided to loose I it on a smooth plain.
A well-known citizen of Lynn was reIner ease of the Anglo-Saxono
the attack is hastened or postponed, ac- one buzzard at a time until his weight \ •It is surprising how easily and thorActing , oughly domestic horses go wild under , ccntly viaitcd by a boyhood acquaintance
The Latin races, that is, France, Italy,
-cording tu their reports. All this could would pull them downward.
not be done without a very complete upon this plan, he wa.s soon landed safely ' the influence of these wild stallions. I whom he had not seen before for a quar- and Spain, have ceased to be, whatever
I Many is the·emigrant or horse raiser who j ter of a century._ 'l'he a~uain~ance was I any of th~ may be _destined yet t_o bemethod of communication, for the giving upon the ground.
The gentleman who te1ls this story tells hns gone to bed n.t night full of confi- I much pleased with the city sights and come agai.n, the mighty factors m the
and receiving orders, etc. Moreover, if
animals had no language, how could it in all seriousness, and as though he ' dence, an.d often pride, at the condition I the w_ays of the town, but was a little I world's progress which of old they were.
t_otheir/ They minister exquisitely to the co~fort,
they teach their young? That they do actually believes ~t true, but it will be a ~nd numbe1:~of his stock, only to wake s:ow m always adapting lu~elf
teach them is evident from the fact of colder day than any we had during the m the mornrng to find nothing left but Cll'cumstanccs. The other mght hlS good the luxury, the culture and the p1cturyoung foxes in countries where the ani- recent blizzard before he can get anybody the one horse on the picket rope and the hostess presented him with a beautiful esquencss of life; but the aptitude for
which they show is
mals are hunted, being infinitely more else to believe it.-Colu.mbu.s (Ga.) Sun. I trail of their fleeing animals, driven or dressing-gown, which she had made with foreign co=erce
.
I coaxed nway by these wild horses-o-one • her own hands, and adorned with all the comparatively slight, and in the colonizwary than full-grown ones in other lands!
T'lle Strongest Sl_1i1>
Afloat.
and ~orevcr. I recall to mind no: au i wo~en filagrec of _fem~ine t~iness.
ing bus~ess of humanity they onl~ play
How else are we to account for tl1is than
The Campcrdown, which "\Vaslaunched' acquamtaucc of mine in Nevada, one This she presented him J1L% previous to n subordmate part. Moreover, their pop_
by saying that the parent foxes tell their
at Portsmouth, England, has cost £475,- 1Joseph Gilbert, who Jived in Reese Ri'l<er, his retiring. He was profuse i~ his thanks, nlation, when compared with the populadrildren of dange.r, and to avoid it1000 for labor and materials, and the csti- ' in Louder county, ·1vho took a pride in and immediately retired to lus room. In tion of the Anglo-Saxon and the Teutonic
.AmericcmiAgricultitl'ist.
::Sfoknames Among Generals.
mate for her machinery amounts to the qnality of I.tis horses. His herd num- the morning he came down without tho races, is diminishing. Thus, in a period
£105,000. She has taken three years to bere<l auout five hundred head and was . dreE<Sing-gown.
of a little less than one huudred year,\
The.New l,foon gives the followinl?
ac~ build, 700 hands having been constantly I, gcueral'ly considered to be the best in 1 "Well, where is the dressing-gown I from 1788 to 1885 the aggregate popula~
1
th
count uf e nicknames which have been employed on her, and it will be another that scctio1L Joe was in fine circum- • gave you last night?" kindly inquim
tions of France, Spain and Italy havo
given
Army. to prominent.generals in the U. S. three years before she is ready for sea. I, stancts aml bore the reputation of being the hostcss.
only increased ~rom 51,000,000 to 82,General Grant was commonly known She is the heaviest ship ever launched well off and an excellent man; but some"The whatt..
500,000.. On the other hand, the popufrom goverment slips, and is the first , how a band of wild horses began to prey
''Why, the dressing-gown¥"
lations of Germany and England during
.over the watch fires in t1ic Anny of the
"0
t
Potomac as "Old United States," from man-of-war that has been launched with upon his herd, tinally •securing to them, that--O, I left it in my room.'
this period have each trebled, Germanythe initials of his name; but sometimes her armor on. The Campcrdown is built sc·,es a beautiful stallion recently pur"Why don't you wear it1"
in 1788 had a population of about 15,cntirely of steel, and in her armament chased by Joe at an expense of $1,000.
"What! in the daytiillot I thought 000,000; in 1885 it has incroosed to 45,he was called "Old Three Stars," that
tl
number indicating his rank as lieutenant- she will be the most powerful vessel of
After his C!l]Jture Joe's herd was of . mt was to wear ni,,onts. Why, I slept 000,000. Great Britain in the same way
all her class; her displacement will be short uuratiou, as, with the a,;sistance of m th at last night!"
•
had in 1788 a population of 12,000,000·•
general.
"McClellan was endeared- to
A 611
his army !lS '·Little Mac.,, Meade, who 10,000 tons.
this stalliou, they ucarly or all went wild,
d'b pprcssed smile that gradually grew in 1885 the figure is 36,000,000. AnothI
1
a.nd though rew<1.rdsof $.5 and afterward au
c swept through the household.~
er country largely but not exclusively
wore spectacles, was delighted to learn
Re,,ult or A1hertising.
~ 10 per hc,,u were oJiercd for the horses , Lyun Urtwn,.
populated by the• Anglo-Saxon race...'..
that the soldiers had named him. "FourAdvertiser-Yours is a great paper to
in any corral, with an additional ~500
When to Advh.rt·tsc.
America-has
in less than a hundred
-eyed George," f or h e 1mew t b at it was advertise in-I never saw anything like
"
not intended as a reproach. Burnside it.
for tb~ stallion, I never hcaro. of more
Advertisers who understand
their years increased nearly thirteen times-.
t.liun f)f~c0n 0 1• twcn!y hors{'s !)cing r~- 1 business advertise more h· vii
• th that is from less than 4,000 ODOin 1790
the colonel of the First Rhode Island
Editor-That's
what they all say.
turr.ec1. Some J\'fox1cans he;trrn•>' of it
cu Y in
e
'
. 18 _,
.
Regiment, rose to the dignity of "Rody"
Adve 1tiser-Why
do you know I ad- eame to ca pturc them with twc11ty meq 8 :asoa of dull trade than in the season of to nearly 60, OOO,OOOID
8.,:>. Frnally it.
when he became a general. IIooker never vertised last ni"'ht for a pockiet-book I an GI.io,ty or J-ilt·r horses, bnt afte1 raein!:( live tratle.
It is the slow horse that must not be forgotten that Canada, Aus0
liked the sobriquet of "Fighting Joe,,, had 10,t.
for th<'m un1il their o,, n ho1';cs h_~dgi I en neclh the lash, not the fa.st one.
The tralia, South America, as well as other
~~t they only Kueccer1e,l rn g<t, Jl'g tl,t stca<ly goers are the successful advertis- British dependencies, collectively conthou~h he always livecl up toit dining
Editor-Yes, yes.
, il,tcl'n 01 t"e'1t•; nlJ(JVC m~nt1011L·<l,
re,
'l'l
b 'Jd
,. .
t.
f
'
1 t"
his c;reer m the field. Pope was saddlcu
Advertiser-Vvell, I went home and ;;olving to ;-e(.ur~1 ,nHl try them on th~ crs. . ley Ul up great uusmess by m_n a popu a wn ° some 10,000,000,
with the title of ,1Saddle-bag John," in four.c_it lying on my bureau. And yet, 'l'ex:\" rihn, '..,it\~. dopccl c·orrnl, "it!\ 1kecpmg tbcms~lves before the public, chiefly of Anglo-S:ixous, 1mJ there ia
memory of his famo1Lsorder about head- sornc ),.->plusay it doesn't pay to adver-' wrn~•>,'1.Y;o
;nile.~ u>n?. The n'~u:t waB summer and Wlllter, and whethcnt raius every roason to believe that the dcvolop~
. -R1
bl .
c\[r. (d,>< r, :ms ;·11,tlt'tl.
J\Iany oth~r or shines, or is a feast day or a fa~t day. meut and increase of this populati
will
qua.ners being on horseback. •His men tise,
am ei,
I c,i•;N; d the kmd '.,ave ha, pcned.
\ -Philadelphia
Br.cord.
be rap:cd.-Fortniglttty R1J1Jiew on
'
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